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HYSTERIA IN CHILDREN 

For the last quarter oentury the medioal world has been paying 

more and more attention to the preventive aspeots of disease. The 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries saw the discovery of 

the causes of many of the diseases which had been killing people for 

centuries, and with these discoveries came not only the cure of many 

of them, but the conception of prophylaxis and publio health. From 

this beginning, very soon, came the wave of interest in the ohild, 

and the realization that, to a great extent, the health of the adult 

population depended on the health of its ohildren. It has come to 

be a generally acoepted faot that it is to the public interest that 

the ohildren grow up as nearly physioally perfeot as it is possible 

to make them, and that this will result in suffioient eoonomio advan-

tage to the state to justify the use of the taxpayers money to bring 

it about. 

This attention to physioal well being is a great step forward 

over the time when the dootor was expeoted to conoern himself only 

with the aotually physioally ill, but we are now entering, or have 

entered, another phase. We are finding out that man is more than 

a mere system of anatomioal parts, and that funotional alterations 

oan be brought about by other things than moleoular or struotural 

ohange. We have talked about the healthy mind in the healthy body, 

but have forgotten that unless the mind is healthy the physioal health 

of the body makes very little differenoe to the general happiness of 

the individual. For hundreds of years it has been oustomary to section 

an individual into body and mind, the body belonging to material soience, 

and the mind to religious and philosophioal speoulation. li'or oenturies 

the insane were dismissed as being possessed of devils, and the begin

nings of the humane treatment of these unfortunates is one of the most 
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recent of our advanoes. In the meantime, in spite of our prog~ess 

in the realm of physioal disease, our institutions for the oare of 

the mentally ill were beooming more orowded than ever, and the healthy 

body did not seem to be resulting in the healthy mind. For a number 

of years men whose lives are devoted to the study of mental oonditions 

have been convinoed that the ultimate oauses lay far behind the im

mediate illness, and tha.t the problem of mental disease lies less in 

its treatment than its prevention. 
11.'1 

Streoker says that if the same negleot of Simple aotually known 

facts that prevails in regard to mental hygiene existed in the field 

of physioal hygiene, we should have long since degenerated into a 

nation of weaklings. The actually insane are, as a rule, well cared 

for physically, and the treatment of the sick mind is reoeiving much 

attention from speoialists in that field. However, the medical pro-

fession in general has given little thought to the individual whose . 
mental illness is not great enough to require institutional oare, but 

who goes thro~gh life an unhappy, maladjusted, suffering soul because 

his outlook on life and habits of thinking are as deformed as a hare

lip would be to his faoe. We call these individuals neurotics, and 

the general run of dootors dismiss them as one of the annoyances that 
110 

must be borne since nothing can be done about them. R.S. Miles says 

that neuroses oause more suffering among the human race;;!than any other 

ailment, and perfectly balanoed emotionally stable adults are no longer 
Ib'( 

the rule, and Strecker claims that the world is siok because the majority 

of its inhabitants have not a working conoept of healthy thinking. He 

believes that until individuals learn some measure of control of their 

minds, they oannot expeot to exercise intelligent management of sooial 

and eoonomic problems. Viewed in this light it would seem that a study 

of the reactions of the individual to the tests of life, whioh, after 

all, is the mind in aotion, is as muoh worth while as the reactions of 
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the body to the presence of pathogenic microorgp~isms. j~ter all, 

the mentality is the ubiquitous and dominating element of human life, 

~md the body is merely its instrument. 

It has been found that to understand the mind of the adult, one 

must of necessity know his ohildhood, and the time to esbtblish true 

mental health is in that period. Strecke~~says thKt if one third of 

the amount of attention that is now given to the bodies of ohildren 

were given to their minds, there would eventually be a decrease of 

mental illness and maladjustment, and an inorefse in efficiency, ad-

justment and happiness. The personality is moulded during childhood 

and early adolesoence, and it is during this time thnt things first 

go wrong. If we have discovered ~ything at all about mental illnesses 

it is that they are the outw-ard signs of intrapsyohic difficulties, 

which oonflicts, in turn, are dependent on traits of character thfl,t 

have their origins in the childhood of the individual. For too long 

the behaviour of children has been considered by physicians as well 

as laymen, to belong to the province of ethics, unless this behaviour 

is so grossly out of the ordinary as to stamp the child as objectively 

abno~al. Nerves and maladjustment constitute a kind of poor health 

to whioh physioians pay little attention until it reaohes the stage 

of hospitalization, or confliot with authority ~~tside the home. 

The signifio Hnce of these conflicts to the future life of that child 

has not been appreciated by the general practitioner and pediatrician. 
/75 

to say nothing of parents and teachers .v'I':A:Whi te says, H This has been 

called the century of the' child. we have discovered the child, but have 

not yet discovered how to treat him~ Preventing nervous children 

from becoming psychotic adults is one of the greatest fields of pre-

ventive medioine. 

The funotional nervous diseases of ohildhood are many and varied, 

and all of them worthy of oareful study by every physician coming in 
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contact with children. This study is of hysteria as it appec;.rs in 

children, undertaken with the idea not only of studying its manifes-

tations during the childhood period, but also of its significance in 

the child with regard to the adult that is to be. 

There are many definitions of hysteria, many of which are limited 

by some particular theory of the person making them. Hysteria has so 

many manifestations that it is impossible to include them all. I have 

'" accepted that of Hassin as as simple a one as Cfm be found. Hysteria 

is a bodily (or mental) disturbance without structural lesion, and de

pendent in a way unknown to the patient on menta~causes. Jelliffe~~ 

says that hysteria has been described "through the ages, but still re-

mains the great enigma of the human personality. There are, however, 

a few definite conclusions on which one cen start the study of this 
,,'-' 

disease: (1) organic alterations are absent, (2) the symptoms are 

dependent on psychic emotions, and (3) the psyChe is diseased. 

Hysteria W8.S one of the earliest diseases to receive the attention 

of medical thinkers and writers though the recognition of its existence 

among children is a comparatively late development. For centuries it 
'1~-

was believed to be a disease of adult women only. Jelliffe tells us 

that descriptions of hysteria appear in the various sacred books of 

the East. As. early as 1800 BO a description of it as a disorder of 

menstruation appears in the Vedas. All through the medioal historioal 

records we have the development of the idea of the unsatisfied uterine 

longing as being of genetic relationship. The very word is derived from 
11>/ 

the Greek word meaning uterus. Plato wrote of it: nThe matrix is an 

animal that longs to gener;,tte ohildren. ·When it remains barren for a 

long time after puberty it feels it difficult to bear, it feels lJrroth, 

it goes about the whole body clOSing the issues for air, stopping the 

respire.tion, and oocasioning ve.rious diseases, until desire and love 

bringing man and woman together, mkke a fruit and gather it as from a 
I~"" 

tree. 1t This interpretation stood for oenturies. Hippocrates wrote 
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of' globus hystericus, "The uterus is a living creature which feeds 

on masculine semen, and lqhen this means of nourishment is too scanty, 

looks around f'or other sources, and so in hypochondri~cs it wanders 

up\"mrd as high as the throatit. no Freudian is stronger in the belief 

in the relation of sex and hysteria than were these early 'IVTiters. 

The idea of uterine wandering persisted up to the tLme of Galen. He 

proved that this was impossible, and formulated the theory of menstrual 

retention, and from his time on the literature discussed uterine vapors 

that struck various parts of the body with the resultant symptoms. The 

idea of uterine etiology did not disappear entirely until about the 

middle of the eighteenth century, though it ,vas doubted by many for some 

time before that. During this very early period also, the more dram-

atic aspects of hysteria, suoh as con;r~lsions, received considerable 

attention as evidenoe of demoniaoal possession, and many were oured by 

exoroism and other preternatural methods. These people were regarded 

with curiosity and somewhat uneasy and uncritioal admiration, and s,t 

the seme time revered and esteemed, but believed to be a problem of 

the clergy rather than the medical profession, since this aspect of the 

disease was not oonsidered part of hysteria, according to the concep-

tion of the time, as it attacked men and children as well as women, 

who were the only ones allowed to have hysteria in that day. How-

ever, by the early seventeenth century, its. occurrence in men was clin-

ically accepted, though the distinotion between hysteria end hypo-

chondriasis was not clear cut, the one being considered the fem!;,le 

and the other the male m~~ifestation of the same disease. 
'IS' 

In 1617 Carolus Lepois first observed that hysteria existed in 

ohildren, and the next year he made the revolutionary statement that 

neither the uterus, the stomach, or any internal organ could be blamed 

for hysteria; that it is the ~_d only which is its generator, and this 
5"1 

not sympathetioally but idiopathically. This article Rgd.n reiterates 
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that it can ocour before puberty_ From this time on its occurrence in 

Children was fairly generally recognized, but Lepoist theories of CaUS-

ation were apparently either ignored or forgotten for more than a C:el!l.t-

ury. 

Late in the eighteenth oentury Mesmer brought out his principle 
w 

of animal magnetism. Mesmer did not reoognize the significance of his 

work or his cures, but he started a wave of interest which did not 

stop until the understanding, not only of hysteria, but all the psycho-

neuroses was on a muoh firmer basis. Even during Mesmer's lifetime 

his followers split into the fluidists, '1.'1'11.0 cle.imed that neuroses 

were modifications of the ttnervous fluid tl
, and the animists \ltfho had 

Some idea of interpreting both hysteria and hypnosis in terms of thought 

and imagination. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century the occurrence of hys

teria in children, boys as well as girls, was well recognized, though 
~ 37 

it was believed to be rare. Georget, in 1824, and bandouzy,in 1846, 

reported cases in children. In 1855, Briquet v"ote of it as a nervous 

disease of the brain, and just as apt to occur in children as in ad-

ults. He claimed that one fifth of all cases of hysteria ocourred j~ 
.7 

ohildren under twelve years of age. In 1859, Scanzoni wrote L~ artiole 

advancing the claim that it we,s due to masturbation. 

The pioneer in the modern investigation of hysteria was Jean Martin 

Charcot, who was the first to make a systemic study of the neuroses, 

at the Salp'tri~re, and formulated a clinical picture of the various 
'1( 

types. Charcot's first publications were were around 1870, and from 

then until about 1895 his school flourished, and while many or his 

ideas are no longer accepted, most of the great psychiatrists of that 

period began their stUdies with him. His conclusions about hysteria 

were that it was adisease which could be studied like any other. that 

is, 1!'laS on a physiological basis, and was oB.used by a speoial form 
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of degeneration of the nervou~ system. He believed it to be a true 

psychosis. He taught that hysteria manifested itself in 'b.vo ways. 

The first ,vas the persistent symptoms or stigmata. of which he believed 

the patient to be unaware. and the most common of which were retraction 

of the field of vision. pharangeal anaesthesia, certain forms of cut-

aneous anaesthesia. ',tnd vE'.rious painful areas or hysterogenic zones. 

The other form was the temporary obvious symptoms as oonvulsions. par-

aRyses. etc.' He made wide use of hypnosis. end taught that the three 

phases of hypnosis (lethargy. catalepsy and somnambulism) were organic 
'J 

symptoms which might be taken as definite signs of hysteria. He re-

produced paralyses in his patients by means of hypnotism, thus proving 

that they could be the result of speoific ideas in the patient's mind. 

This was sn immense step forward. and was probably Charcot's most 

valuable contribution, although he believed that such paralyses could 

only be produced ~~individual with a definite hysterical taint, his 
,,'I'! 

n grande hysterie'. 1i'Thile <3harcot ' s ideas vrere soon attacked by his own 

pupils and othe~ they received very wide aooeptanoe by the world in 

general~ and for the next thirty years hysteria .vas a very fashionable 

disease. and occupied an expensive domain. being believed capable of 

producing all sorts of lesions including hemorrhage. ulceration. fever, 
'7 

gangrene, edema. gastric ulcer. hematemesis, etc. However, as time 

advanoed"one rthysterical!t syndrome after another has been removed to 

a more stable olassifioation based on org&nic lesions. The belief in 

the stigmata and the hereditary taint have olung the longest. 

Even while the Salp~tri~re sohool, fathered by Charoot, was flour

ishing there were many who disagreed with him,wholly or in part. Bern

heim.of the Nency sohool, gradually came to the opinion that artificU.l 

hypnosis was due to suggestion. and that the phenomena which Charcot htld 
'T'f 

desoribed as hysterioal were oapable of being produoed by suggestion. 

He deolared th~lt not merely hysterioal people were hypnotizable ll but 
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that praotioally everyone oould be hypnotized. The vogue for hypnosis 

waned oonsider~bly from this time on. At about this time also. (1880-95) 

Moebius, in Germany was giving voioe to the theory that all of the phen-

omena of hysteria, i3hysioa1 as well as psyohioal, have a common psyoho-

genio origin, _ and that emotion forms the essential pB_rt of the hyster
'7fi 

ioal reaotion. He taught that the hysterics.l symptom was an abnorme.l 

expression of emotion, different from the ordinary emotional reaotion 

beoause of a primitive kind, and that the only difference in liability 

to these symptoms lay in the grel:l.ter or less resistance of the person-
1'10 

ality. 

In 1880 S.R. Desseati wrote and [,crticle on hysteria in boys in 

whioh he recognized the faator of emotinnal instability in its genesis, 

and pointed out that the symptoms oould be oured, but not the hyster-

ical disposition. He considered, as imporbmt au.uses, overstimu1ation 

of the growing br~in from exoessive study, fear, regret, ill treatment, 

or grief. He believed that there was a faulty supply of nutrition to 

the nerve centers, and wnrned against drugs, except a tonic to "supply 
II 

material for generating nerve foroe". Barlow, writing in 1881, of 

hysterioal analgesia in ohildren, ohallenges Gharoot's statement that 

anaesthesia. and alteration of the special senses were indications of 

hysteria. 
71f 

Run. in 1892, advooated mental rather than physioal treat-

ment for it. andP~tn~: writing in the sp~e year, on hysteria. in 

ahildren, laid emphasis on the etiologioal signifj.oence of the home 

oonditions, though he, with all the others of this period were firm 

believers in the haredi tary fectors. ,!1;11ile the purely mente,l aspeots 

of the dise8_se were being more ,end more recognized, in the late nine-

teenth aentury. there were meny who did not give up beBef in its phys

"' loal basis. A.A. Eshner, in his artiole, IlHysteria in garly Life tl
, 

written in 1897, stated his belief thf'.t the diseE'.se hE.S 0. pe.thology of 

its own, depending essentially on metabolic end nutritional ohEnges in 

the oellular elements in the oentral nervous system, and he believed 
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that it only needed improvement in sbdn;ng methods to bring this out. 
,.7 IS 2.'1 

Taylor, Biller, Burr, and others of the period a.greed with Eslmer. 

The pupils of Charcot who have had the most influence on the modern 

conceptions of hysteria 8.re Janet, Freud, and Babinski. There Rre 

many others ;vho have added to, or modified, the conclusions of these, 

but a detailed study of the work of all of them is outside the province 

of this paper. 
i'J 

Janet, according to G.Yf. Smeltz, was the first to maintain thpl.t 

the symptoms of hysteria were purely mente.l in character. He formul

ated the theory of' hysteria as a "malady of' the synthesis of' the pe1'-

sonalitytl. He taught thf,.t it ,'laS a f'orm of mental depression, eharacter-

ized by restriction of' the f'ield of' personal consciousness, and a 

tendency to dissociation and emancipation of' the systems of' ideas and 

functions that constitute personfllity. According to Janet, there are 

~NO kinds of' psyehic operations: easy ones requiring of' a few elements 

only, and dif'f'ieult oneS which require the systemization of' an inf'inite 

number of' elements, involving a new and intricate synthesis in each 

oper,,-tion. Ymen the Itnervous tensionl1
, or "psyehic f'orce ll is lowered 

by puberty, disease, f'atigue or emotion, there is a geners.l lowering 

of' the level of psychological perf'ormance. In hysteria the lowering of 

the psychologioal tension is loce .. lized in one partioular f'unction, 

which disa.ppears in consequenoe f'rom consciousness, or is dis soeiated 

from the rest of' the consoious persom;.li ty. 'The dissocb.tion is 

mainly of' a f'unction whieh has been weak or disturbed, espeoially if 

it has ~een in aotivity at the tL~e of the great emotion. The function 

which is lost by this lo<)sening of' the personal synthesis might be 

simple, as the memory of' the e.ppreciation of pain, or might be complex •. 

as when a whole system of ideas is dissociated. JEillet does not explain 

'" why the personal synthesis is loosened, and except thHt hysterical dis-

sociation is said to occur at moments of great emotion l he of'f'ers nothing 
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'If as to what brings the dissooiation to pass. 

Probably no one has aroused more oontroversy emong those inter-

sated in conditions of the mind thrm has FrE?ud, and only the briefest 

treatment of his theories oan be given here. As early &.s 1880. Breuer. 

working under Freud" noted that hysterioEtl patients became apparently 

well after a forgotten event of a personal and emotional nRture waS re-
11 

called under hypnosis. From this he started on the hypothesis the"t the 

individual roots of the hysterioal symptoms are in the ideationr"l com-

plexes with marked feeling tone, whioh oome about ~;.s the result of 
~~ 

physioal or psychical trauma. Freud started from this. end at first 

included the suppressed memories of any emotional oontent" and grad-

ually oame to his present thesis of the sexual etiology as the sine 

"'" qua non of all neuroses. He teaohes that the unoonsoious mind oon-

tains many foroes, ohiefly, if not entirely, of e.. sexual nature, whioh 

are utterly repugnant to oonsoiousness, but whioh. nevertheless" are 
60) 

oontinually endeavoring to foroe their way into oonsoiousness. In 

this attempt, they are continually opposed by the repressive force, 

which Freud has termed the oensor" whioh, when it does not sucaeed in 

oompletely repressing the primitive trends" only allo-;'!fs them to be-

oome manifest in some disguised or symbolio form, that is, there is 

a "conversionu to a physical symptom. At first the sexual force WaS 

thought to be some specifio trauma" but later regresSl\ion. th1::l_t is, 

the return. or desire to return, to an :i.nf"ntile type of love, or to 

sexual experienoes whioh had existed only in the patient's 9hildish 
'19 

fantasies lJ was suffioient. These memories or desires are unpleas8....Ylt 

to the superego. or ego ideal,.f the individual. and he represses them 

by a more or less oonsoious effort. They are not forgotten, in the 

sense of being annihilated, but become unconsoious. If repression is 

entirely suocessful, the unwanted memories never reappear in any fo~; 

if only partially suocessful the memories or desires appear again in 
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oonsciousness, but under a disguise, the disguise forming the hyster

ioal symptom. The llpsychic energy" derived from the repressed ideas is 
'7, 

said to be "convertedll into a physical symptom or sign. The partioular 

form of conversion symptom chosen by the mind is not en acoident, but 

is determined by mental events whioh have caused that part of the body 

to be associated in some way with the unpleasant memory or desir-e. To 

the Freudian the symptom has a double function. It is an end to the 

repugnant tendency which, disguised as it is, hides its real nature 

from oonsoiousness, while the disability it causes is !;t m/i,nifestation 

of the disapproval of the personality, directed to the whole unoon-

scious prooess. He explains the well known fact of the mental oalm of 

the hysterio, that, f?llowing the development of the conversion symptom 

the psyohe is H.t rest. Freud &.d.r.lits thtlt there are some people who are 

constitutionally unable to convert their oomplexes, and for these he 

says there is oontinued repression, and tUl anxiety state results, whioh 

he inoludes as a manifestation of hysteria. His tree.tment is by psyoho-

analysis, including interprets.tion of dreams, believing :tf all of the 

offending material oan be "ventilated" confliot will end, and the 

hysteria will be oured. 

Ylliatever one's own opinion may be as to Freud's theories oonoern-

ing the etiology of the neuroses, his vlOrk he .. s been ef' great value in 

the study. His belief that the etiologioal faotors would be found in 

the past life of the patient, forms the basis of the mental investigations 

carried out by all psychiatrists of today. Up to his time, exoept for 

belief in the evil effects of masturbation, the sexual conflicts of 

the neurotic were oonsidered to belong in the medioal ouriosities of 

Hippocrates' day. Finally, his method of treatment is to teaoh the indi

vidual to analyze his ov7.U difficutties and faoe them. This is the basis 

of present day psychotherapy. 

His oritics feel the"t he has had a tendency to generalize from a 

very small number of specific instances, and that all the neuroses 
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cannot be translated in terms of his theory of the libido~ however 
7<f 

wide his interpretp,tion of sexuality may be. They feel that by his 

employment of opposites he oen prove anything he wishes~ in that any 

psychic fact or symptom may betoken one of b'lo things~ itself or its 
'11 

preoiwe opposite. 

Babinski was a pupil of Charoot, but he departed far from his 

teacher's theory of the physiologioal oause of hysteria. In about 

1892 he was writing of his theory thRt all of the manifestations of 
'r 

hysteria are due to suggestion alone. His work received little gen-

ere-l notice up to the time of the lP{fCr, probably because tHe ,interest;" 

in hysteria had died down, espeoially on the part ot the general med-

ioal men who rejected anything that oould not be handled on I:t meche.ll-

istic plane. During the War Babinski and his assooiates had an im-

mense amount of materie,l on which to work, and he felt that he had 

entirely confirmed his beliet that the symptoms were entirely pro

duced by s~ggestion~ and could be entirely removed by expl~~ation mid 
95 

persuasion. In fact, he claimed if the patients were not cured by 

oounter suggestion they were not hysterios but malingerers. He said 

that predisposition, personal or hereditary antecedents, the nature of 

the individual and his emotional constitution were etiologioal i'aotors .. 

but ot seoondary importl'tnoe to that of suggestibility. He oonsidered 

that minor manifestations of hysteria were present in anyone pls,oed 

under certain ciroumstanoes.) find under aotive causes whioh diminish the 

psyohiosl resist1"Jloe. Babinski's oritics feel th8.t he contused the 

symptoms and the disease, end ths,t his tnvestigations did not go deep 
63 

enough into the ultj~ate causes of the oondition. Ho~er, he emphas-

ized the great suggest~bi1ity of the hysteriC 0Jld brought out the true 
'~ 

nature of the stigmata. and their relation to suggestion • • 
The other main theory oonoerning hysteria, whioh many have taken 

for their own beliets, or have modified in some way, is that of Pavloft, 
lOt 

or rather Krasnogorski's applioation of Pavloff's work on the onnditioned 
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reflex, to hysteria. He believes that hysteria is on a physiological 

basis, which makes his ideas acceptible to me~y who reject the purely 

mental theories. He thinks that the reflexes of the cerebral cortex 

are temporary, acquired, adaptive, conditioned reactions, which function 

as long as the conditions under which they have been established, exist. 

The cerebral hemispheres have this pod tive function, and also develop 

great inhibitory activity, with resulting reciprocal induction, that 

is, the excitation of some cortical cells produces inhibition in 

others, and vice versa. The normal activity of the brain is based 

on a precise and flixible balance between these excitatory andiDhib-

itory processes. The various stimulations always arising in the ind

ividual's environment became conditioned. and begin. to evoke one or 

another activity, if they have occurred simultaneously with this act-

ological changes in the reactivity, not only of the cerebral oortex 

as a whole, but also of its separate conditioned reflex systems,. 

Krasnogor~ki and his associates believe that hysteria is a disorder 

ot cortical e~d infracortical activities, based on the functional in

sufficiency ot the cortical cells, which are characterized by hypo

excitability and quick exhaustion, as well as extreme sensitivity to 

new stimuli. In the hysterio the flexibility of balance between the 

excitatory and inhibitory processes is lackin~, the dynamic equilibrium 

being shitted aside and not quickly restored as in the normal, but re

sulting in excitatory or inhibitory atter effects of long duration. 

They also believe that a conflict between excitation and inhibition 

is of significance in provoking symptoms of hysteria. They think 

that in hysteria there may be segregation of parts of the cortex for 

long periods, with resulting inactivation and exclusion of large fields 

from the general analysis and synthesis of the brain.. The cause of 

'" such segrege.tion is considered by Ross to be an wmotional reaction, 
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first aroused by a certain mental mental event, this reaction tending 

afterward to be aroused by any other mental event which has been as

sociated with the first one. The secondary mental event may be totally 
cut 

with~emotional significanoe in itself, but by virtue of its assoc-

iation, becomes capable of arousing the emotional reaction without the 

presence of the primary event in consciousness, or, in the absence of 

any conscious connection between the primary and secondary events, 

which may both, nevertheless, be tully conscious. E.E. Mayer in his 

criticism of the conditioning school, feels that it does not answer 

why humans vary so greatly in respeot to the oonditioned reflex re

sponses, or what is the true signifioance of the unsocial substitute 

ree.ctions. 

For most people no one of the above theories sufficiently ex

plains the nature of hysteria, and most have fo~u1ated a rather e1-

astic conception of the disease as a faulty reaction to personality 

difficulties, which may be conscious, but are more often unconscious. 

In other words, hysteria is more than a symptom, or collection of 

symptoms, but a psychogenic expression of an inadequate personality. 
1& 

According to BleulerJit is a manifestation of a strong personal need 

tor expression end a more active character, combined with a circum-

scribed teeling of interiority in real accomplishments. Smeltz be

lieves that the content of the unconscious is about the smne in all 

individuals, whether normal or abnormal, but he subscribes to the 

Freudian view that in the abnoraal, repression is incomplete. In 

the hysteriC, the repressive forces displace the objectionable im

pulses away from the field of conscious awareness into peripheral 
1'1'; 

somatic ennervations. Adolf Meyer considers it an example of under 

reactionra$her then over reaction to difficulty, oharaoterized by a 

removal of the usual inhibitions oontrolling human actions, espec .. 
71 

ially those against the free play ot the emotions. Others (Hassin, 
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,. 
Jelliffe ) think it to be an over reaction to slight psychic stimuli. 

Whichever of these is true. there is an inability to control emotional 

display. and profound emotions are aroused by stimuli that do not pro-

duce much response in the normal individual. For some reason the hyst

eric is not able to obtain satisfaction of his emotional strivings along 

normal paths, but his emotional instability is so great that the perso.

ality must have some type of outlet. This need for emotional satisfaction 

is greater than his ability to adapt and conciliate the separate factors 

in his personality. and same compromise must be made. The hysterical 

symptom is the result, and through it the personal needs and wishes 

are unconsciously and imperfeotly gratified. It is a flight into dis-

ease. as a reaotion to an unbearable situation, or one wished to be 

otherwise. The" fundamental inadequacy of the individual is an iaabi'l1~y 

to face reality. B.Y the develcpment of the symptom, he is attempting 

to compel consideration, secure care and tenderness. evade responsibilitYI 

and obtain power over others, who have adjust themselves to the disease. 

The reaction is always a retreat or glank movement. but never a frontal 
1& 

attack. Sleuler thinks that the choice of "?he hysterical symptom as 

an outlet for the conflict. is because of a weakness of the health 

conscience. which allows the patient to ore ate for himself a makeshift 
176 

on the path leading to disease. He believes,- ~D.8 with White. Hen-
"t<i /5J 

derson and Gillespie, Smeltz. and others, that there must be • in. ad-

dition to the conflict, which is present in all neuroses. a psychopathic 

predisposition to this particular fonm;Jof reaction. In the normally 

functioning mind, there is also oonstantly going on a"battle of motives", 

and the normal individual may find the wish to be sick. in order to es

cape his conflicts, coming into the struggle for supremacy between the 

several elements, but for him 1:il'd.s method of escape is closed.no~tter 
176 

how strong the wish may be. The hysterieoan be deceived by his. own 

subconscious. the normal mind carmot. The nature of this predispos-
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ition is under dipute, and will be discussed more fully in the con

sideration of etiological factors of hysteria. In the development of 

the somatic reaction to the mental conflict, suggestion operates power-

fully, and/since the suggestion of disease is in harmeny with one side 

of the conflict, the desire to escape; the suggestion is .accepted. 
'16 

White believes that the crises of hysteria are always associated with 

certain unconscious ideas that are connected with some previous ex-

perience, having alarge content of pain1'ul emotion, which has been for-

gotten or dissociated from consciousness. The conditions of dissoc-

iation may have origin in severe emotional shock, or be the reaction of 

a badly 1mi t personality to the demands of rea.li ty. This agrees with 
.{, 

Bleuler's view that usually the pathogenic wishes are unconSCious, 

while in the patient's consciousness, the opposite impulse is not only 

important, but dominant. As a result of this prominence of the bodily 

disturbance, there is little or no conscious mental perturbation. 

From the fact that the symptom is the solution of the problen, and 

that it is misrepresented in the patient's eonsciousness, arises the 
11 

patient's "belle indifference", first described by Charcot. The 

patient is unaware of the real meaning of his symptom, and if he thinks 

about it at all, he believes it to be stmplyan illness in the ordinary 

'" sense. Henderson and Gillespie, in their textbook, do not believe that 

the onset of the symptom necessarily involves repression, but may be 

the result of intense mental conflict without repression. They feel 

that the connection between .the symptom and the conflict may not be 

as much repressed as neglected, and that the actua.l problem may. re

main in the patien't mind, but is no longer. acute, since the symptom 

has provided a solution of an indirect kinS. 
. 7" 
:.6t'~says that hysteria is always the reaction of the infant. 

He feels that the specific symptoms are largely repetitions of action 

-------~---~-.--~,<--
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patterns, established during early life, and to which the individual 
ITo 

returns, as a reaction to reality. W.A. White defines the te~ as a 

type of reaction in those who in mental organization still are children. 
~ ~ 

Strecker calls hysterics 'Iadultchildrentt , and C.M. Campbell says that 

in these individuals, the child continues to direct the activity of the 

apparently emancipated adult, and that any psychopathologist is bound 

to have a keen interest in the problems of adaptation in childhood. 
'11-

d.echsler believes so firmly that the roots of the symptoms can be 

traced to early childhood, that he says he would regard with suspicion 

any diagnosis. of hysteria in an adult or middle aged. person who had 

previously been wall adjusted. 

The prevalence of ae.tual hysteria among children under the age of 
IJO 

puberty is a matter of some dispute. B.R. Raohford, in his book, 

ttNeurotic Disorders of Childhoodtt , says it is rarely met with before 

the age of seven, but is cammon from ten to fifteen. He thinks the .. , 
milder forms are co~oner in children. Price agrees with him as to 

the age limitations. He says it is commoner in girls than in boys, 

but is more severe in boys. Sachs reports it as rare in children, but 

says that when it does occur, it is an llnportant factor in the future 

life of the child. Gordon· ~alsthat it would be . diagnosed oftener in 

young children if early and mild manifestations were recognized. 

In taking up a oonsideration of the etiology of hysteria in 

Children, we must consider the mentality and constitution that he in

herits, and the influences to which he is exposed. The influence of 

heredity as a causative agent is in considerable dispute, but there is 

a general sentiment a ~ the pre sent time against using the te~ with 
T 

any sense o1':&iIlaHV. Babinski rejects the intluano.e of heredity 
,,,'( 

entirely. Sachs and Hausman say thah hereditary influenoes are 1m-
31 

portent, but that environment is just as much so.· Corson thinks that 

heredity and constitutional endowment is one etiological faotor, but 
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11>1 

not necessarily the only one. McGeorge studied a large number of cases_ 
1'1( 

and found an unstable heredity in a large per eent of them. Rowe feels 

that, while other elements than heredity are the more Xmportant, the bio

logical background makes the development of the mechanism easier or harder. 

" Acoording to Allen, inherited physical or mental disabilities make a 

child less able to face his environment, but he feels that in this there 

is an added factor that, because of these disabilities, the training of 
1b 

the child is not normal. Griffith considers inheritance important, but 

feels that the bad effect of heredity may never appe~r under proper en-
~7 . 

vironmental conditions and training. Cruaeron says that that which is 

inherited is mainly a variation in susceptibility in the degree of reaction 
7Q 

to the influences of environment. Gregory considers that the mental 

mechanisms, built as reactions to the early environment of the indiv-

idual, are definitely built on an uihertted basis. 
$11 

L.J. Doshay in his 

article, uEY.~,tion Disproves Heredity in The Mental Diseases", says 

that heredity. in the psychic diseases has never been established,. al

though it is everywhere accepted more or less as a fact. He says that 

if the neuropathio constitution is an inherited chare.cteristic, and 

transmitted in the germ. plasm, then, by the oonfirmed laws of selection 

and "survival of the fi ttesttt , the neuropathic families harboring such 

disabling inherited traits, should have been eliminated long ago in the 

struggle for existence against healthier elements. However, neurotics 

and psychotics carrying such defective traits, are ever on the increase, 

and the more complex and stressful the environment, which should all 

the more readily remove these_ undesirable weakling stocks, the greater 

is the increase in their numbers in ratio to the healthier-types. He 

concludes that this defective trait of the neuropathio constitution is 

not inherited in any form, but is developed entirely by unhealthful 

environmental agencies. He cl~ims that we are all susceptible to mental 

disease, because of our ·extremely complex brain mechanism, and that 
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most ot us show mild manitestations ot mental instability at some time 

or other during lite, but have sufticient resistance to .overcome the 

small nervaous traumata. He points outthat in the present day, even 

the strongest advocates ot heredi~ admit that mental diseases are not 

inherited in the torm ot the disease, but as a predisposing constit

utional trait. He claims. and gives a numberot authorities who sup-

port him, that the neuropathic constitution appears in untainted 
... 

tamili.es,as much. as the tainted •. Glueck adds to this evidence by 

oalling attention to the tact that a serious hereditary burdentre

q~ently lurks in. the background ot happy and succes stul people f and 
JfJ. 

E.E. Mayer says that it one runs the gamut ot all the relatives, mat

ernal and paternal, ot any person. whether he be normal or abnormal, 

one cannot help meeting. a near or dist8~t member who has shown signs 
J" 

ot some neurotic disturbance. Burr says that there are three types 

ot individuals. In the tirst the heredity is good, the nine months 

in the uterus and the birth is no~al. This person will go through 

lite normally unless some external environmental thing breaks him. 

The second type is made up ot those who, because ot hereditary defect 

or congenital injury, come into the world with weakness which leads 

in~vitably to early breakdown, no matter how good the environment may 

be. '!'he last is made up ot those who cannot survive the stress and 

strain ot lite unless they have a good environmenv"and wise guidance 

to maturity. The debate ot heredity alone, versus environment.alone, 

is interesting but impractical, since it is environment alone that is 

amenable to correction or control. 
'0' 

McGeorge, in hiS study ot environment and hysteria, claims that 

environment is the only cause that oan be found~in seventy five per 

cent ·ot the oases. '" and most ot the authors agree with Morse who says 

that heredity probably has much less to do with the peculiarities of 

these children than the association with and ex~ple ot their parents. 
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It is a general observation ot individua.ls studying this disease that 

there will nearly always be another nervous person in the twnily, but 
h",s 

it is believed that ~ influence is more by suggestion and exwnple, 
11. 

than that the child inherits ~ peouliarities. Wile observes that 

the ohild torms only one part ot the problem ot ohildhood, and most ot 
11$ 

the other part is his parents, or parent substitutes. White says that 

the ohild in the tamily is very muoh like the glass,ot milk in the ioe 

chest, absorbing the tlavor ot all the personalities about him. Grit-
7£ 

tith thinks that constant assooiation with nervous uncontrolled parents 
S'" 

is the most common etiologioal tactor ot hysteria, and DeMerritt teels 

that because the parents have a tundwnental lack ot will power, they 
II' 

are unable to enforce real disoipline with the ohild. Morse claims 

that it the infants and ohildren ot neurotic parents are fortunate 

enough to be brought up and oared tor by sane and oalm people, they 

seldom show evidenoes of nervous ins tabili ty, but if the offspring of 

stable and common sense people tall into the hands of neurotios, they 

quiokly beoome unstable and exoitable. Every ohild is very suggestibleJ 

and most ohildren will fall under the influenoe of any suggestionwhioh 
2'1 I(f 

is perSistently made to him by the grown up persons around him. Morton 

points out that oharaoter is oaught, not taught, and says that in his 

experienoe, the ohild's reaotion typewil nearly always resemble that 

of his parents. No ms.tter what preoepts the parent thinks he is in

sti~ling into his ohild, it the child is continually associated with 

one who dominates the situation by abnormal conduot, he will reject the 
tI 

direot suggestion and embraoe the indireot. Children do not disorim-
,63 

inate what4 0r who#to imitate. Strecker says that imitation is the 

psyohic meoh~ism we use to supplement our weaknesses, and that in it 

we are rather close·· to the psyohio prooes S ot identifioation. He thinks 

that this ~ttempt at identiti.eat.iDn is the emotional> driving foroe baok 

of the imitation of ohildren, and that this is the begnningot ideal-
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ization. and a force which will be very influential in deter.mining its 

future behavto~ in adverse Circumstances. If we believe in heredity 

as an important etiological factor in the deve1qpment of neuroses, 

we can easily see that the child's hereditary taint is going to be 

fostered, and grow in such an environment. If we believe in environ

ment alone, we can understand that the child, whose main influence is 

a maladjusted individual, has a handicap at the start that will be, 

hard to overcame. 

The infant is born into a world that is new and strange, and, aC .. 
, I$J 

cording to Smeltz, he brings with him certain emotionally toned com-

ponents which represent strivings, cravings, and impulses, intrin-

sica11y bound up with the basic or primitive instincts, such as are 

characte~istio of all living things" and are m.anifestedin the human 

organism, as in animAls, in those functions which haTe to do with race 

and selt preservation. In ~hehUlllan infant, as in the anim.a1,these 

are given relatively free range, and tend to dominate conduct in such 

a manner as to give the most direct and unreserved gratification to 

the individual's instinctive cravings. In the process of growth and 

psychological development,there is enoountered inoreasing oonf1iot on 

the part of the ohi1d, as it begins to feel the pressure ot social 

prohibitions, and with it the neoessity for modifying or conditioning 

its conduct in reference to its former self, in such a way as to meet 

the demands of the more adult social environment. The forces entering 

into this process '0 to make up the ego, or SOCial, or ideal self. 

However~ this ego always remains more or less in conflict with the 

wishes, cravings, and desires charaoteristic of the more primitive, 

instinotive, or infantile self. The organism that suoceeds in main-

. taining itself in a state,of dynsmic equilibrium in the midst of these 

shifting emotional trends, is one whose condition is synonymous with 

emotional health and stability. The way in which the transition is 
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made is thus seen to be of paramount importanoe to the ohild's future 

life, and it is the parent who has the greatest inf1uenoe on the oourse 

that the ohild will take. there being several attitudes on their part 

that are particularly oonduoive to bad mental habits, espeoia1ly of the 

Hysterical t.vPe, on the part of the ohild. 

The first, Imd one that is found in a very large proportion of 

the eases, is too sorupulous oare of children, especially by those 

who do not hide their fears and apprehensions from the ohild. Maternal 

over proteotion saps the independence of the ohi1d, and gives him poor 

if' preparation for psyohio maturity. Young oal1s attention to the faot 

that before sohoo1 age the ohild must go through a transition fram 

almost complete dependence, to a beginning of that period of essential 

independence and self assertion. Anything which protects him from ex-

perienoes which would otherwise form part of his normal training is bad. 

In some children this may be physical disability or disease, but in too 

many it is simply that the parents kept them from those experienoes. 
, 

This element is so important that Allen makes the. definite statement 

that over emphasiS of the parent-child attitude , with persi stence of 

infantile relationships, and laCk of experience as an individual facing 

neW Situations, in the home and outside the home eirele, appears to 

form the background of all but very few oases of neuroses in ohildhood. 

'" Sweet points out that the evolvement of the self sufficient, balanced, 

sagaoious adult, from a dependent,.nexpe-rienoedoau'bious intant, is a 

prooess of growth, and that to prolong any phase of infancy beyond its 

normal time is dangerous, rowbing the over protected child of the op

portunity of arriving at same of life's stations on schedule. This 

parental attitude is usuall~a manifestation of the parent's own dif. 

ficu1ties and maladjustments. The parent who has had much unhappiness 

tries to spare the child all unhappy experiences, and to guard ii:; against 
lib 

even neoessary pain. As a result, the child has no chance to learn the 
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mechanism of combatting the immediate desire, or to develop patter.ns 

to guard itself against disa~pointment. In many cases, the ohild is 

regarded merely as en instrument fe~ parental pleasure, satisfaction, 
Irs 

or expiation. He may be merely a toy, an outlet tor parental emotions. 

a comfort and solace, a satisfying but spoiled object of manifold sol

icitude, or he may be a victim of parental fears, disappointments, 

and vicissitudes. This is particularly apt to be true if there is an 

abnormal relationship between the parents, or if one parent is absent, 
"c" lOf 

either temporarily or permanently. McGeorge believes that in this re-

speot the loss of the father has a great influence in the development 

of hysteria,in both boys and girls. He says that in the case of the 

daughter, who is often close to the mother emotionally anyway, she 

becomes too closely identified with the mother. He believes with the 

~reudi811s that there is,especially during adolescence .. 8.il,definite 

trend to the father, which is normal for a girl at that age .. and rep-

resents a necessary development of her sex life. If she is de"prived 

of the father she gropes blindly for a new love object, and is apt to 

return to the mother, but this time with an "miieaification of emotional 

relationship that is not normal. In the Case of the boy, the mother 

always represents safety and security from the world and adulthood, 

while the father represents the ultimate achievement of manhood. He 

will tend to tur.n to his mother when he wants to escape from difficulty, 

and will want his father in more venture.oms moments. As he gets olderc 

his attitude toward the adventure of life, and hence his interest in 

and identi.fication with his father normally increases at the expense 

of his demand for refuge in the mother. If he is deprived of his fathwr
J 

the protecting influence of his mother is apt to be too great, and 

hrunper his adaptation to the adult world. 

Whatever the reason for this over protective attitude, it is apt 

to have one or more bad effects on the child. The parent, and it is 
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usually the mother, wishes to keep the ohild as dependent on her as 

possible, and does everything she oan to make the dependent role more 

attraotive to the ohild thrun the independent one, with the result that 
I~ 

he wants to go through lite reacting in the childhood pattern. As has 

been pointed out betore in this paper, this is en important etiologioal 
I'll 

:lMtor in the ienesis ot hyster1e.. Rowe points out that the emotional 

experienoes ot a child's early lite are nearly always pleasant, and 

that there is always danger ot his wanting to get baok to this. It 

there has been exoessive mothering, the child will be apt to go on de

manding excessive love and oare throughout his lite. It he is unable 

to get it trom an adult world, we have either a disillusioned indiv

idual who retires trom the world ot adult emotional relationship, or 

one Who learns ~ bitter experience that his infantile reactions will 

not work. During the tirst tew years of life the child is weaned, 

is taught sphinctor oontrol, and must learn, to a greater or lesser 

extent to subordina.te his mmwishes and desires to those of others. 
'10 

Gregory notes that weaning is especially hard on a child whose every 

wish has been antioipated, and that he is apt to show excessive oon-
17/ 

servatism about his tood all his lite. Wile says that the mental health 

ot the ohild is mani~est in the development ot adequate and aooeptable 

habits with reterenoe to tood, to the exoretions, to sleep, and to the 
Iif9 

genital areas. Oulpin emphasizes that the overanxious parent tends 

to stress the emotional aspects ot those prohibitions which torm so 

great a part ot the eduoation ot the ohild. The teaching ot sphinctor 

control, enforcing the demands ot modesty, childhood sex manifestations, 

etc. are given suoh importance in the eyes of the mother, that the 
'I 

child's attention is unduly forced on them. This, according to Allen, 

is usually the result of maternal experience in association with a 

strong sense of responsibitity, and points out that, more otten than 

not, it is &first or only child who sutters under this treatment. In 
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his investigation ot a series ot cases, he tound th~t 89.5% ot all cases 

ot hysteria were only, or youngest children, or children isolated by 

years trom others. He says that excessive attention to the child, with

out knowledge ot when to take noticeJand when not, leads to exaggerated 

dependence ot the child on the mother, and increased anxiety on the part 

ot the mother. 

Another result ot over solicitude on the part ot the parents, an 

especially important torm tram the point ot view ot hysteria, is the 

tamily attitude toward illness. It the child has some true physical 

disability, the mother has a ready made excuse tor keeping him tied 

to her side. It he has not, every detail_ot his lite is apt to be 

interpreted trom the health point ot view. Every condition and symptom 

othis own , or ot ~J1yone else, is discussed in tront ot him, and their 

importance stressed. It he sutters trom any illness, he is petted and 

coldled, and any independent, more adult reaction to lite that may 

have been torced upon him, is no longer necessary, and he can be the 

complete !?,aby again as long as he is ill. This escape into illness, 

then, becomes a V'fIl'y tempting pathway. at any time he sees an indepen-

dent existence, or unpleasant experience. being torced on him. The 
,., 

tactor ot auto suggestion is important in these children, and Price, 
a 

Abt, and others, tell. us that hysterical children often have the 
'f1 ,,,, 

symptoms ot a previous organic aftection, and Hecht and Thomas point 

I" out that hysteria may complioate organio disease. Thomas also says 

that in young children, the symptoms are probably nearly always imit

ative or autoimitatlve, and it the child sees some other member ot the 

tamily win his desires by illness, ot it he himself has won that way 

in the past, he is very apt to turn to it again in time ot stress. 

It is a well known tact that children aftected with major or minor 

ailments, will .. in difterent environments and surroundcid;,,;a,: ditLarent 

persons, present great variations in the clinical picture. 
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Another parental attitude which may engender hysterical symptoms 

in a child, but which occurs much less commonly than the above, is 

that ot over strictness. The etfect is really much the s~e, tor it 

prevents the child developing the selt assertion and sense ot respon

sibility normal for his age. Training in implicit obedience, such as 

occurs in soldiers, is said to heighten suggestibility to such an ex-
11 !Of 

tent, that hysterioa1 symptoms are easily produced. McGeorge thinks 

that dependence and lack of initiative in a child is just as important 

as its opposlteJfor exoessive selt assertive~ess on the part of the 

parent mey prGduoe the negative reaotion of self abasement in the child. 
10 

&regory says that some mothers show their overconsoientiouaness by too 

much cruelty in training during the second, third, and fourth years, 

and that this is fully as bad as the other extreme. It, in addition, 

such a child finds that illness exempts him trom his hardships, he 
,,., 

may find it easy to turn toward hysteria. Morton points out that proper 

authority does not mean dominating a ohild's life, but guiding it. 

A third parental attitude, which is even less oommon. than the 

other two, is that of neglect, but when it does exist, the harm is as 

great, if not greater, to the susceptible child. The child of the in

differen~ mother starts out in life with a handicap of uncertainty 
IIf 

and fear. Every parent is a citadel for his ohild, and it is just as 

harmful to let it crash too quickly, as to keep it up too long. Very 

often the neglected child has the addeddifficuty of being al~s in 

competition with a more favored member, to whom he is compared to make 
,." 

him feel his limitations. If his physioal and mental ability are, in 

addition, actually of a type that oannot meet the normal stress and 

strain of life, he is less able to cope with the fears engendered by 
~ ~ ~ 

parental neglect. Young believes with Morton that tear is the under-

lying etiologics.l taotor in al1 neuroses. He says that fear is fund-
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amental and inherent in the human organism. being-necessary for selt 

preservation, and as a result, the individual from birth is confronted 

with feelings 01.' insecurity, varying in character and intensity with 

the economic and intellectual level ot the. home. For these tee lings 

ot insecurity, he must tind compensation in some sort ot protective 

mechanism,.and to nearly every cllid the spmbol ot protection is in 

the parent. It the parent tails as this proteotion, 'the child' s ad-

justment sutters a serious setback. 

A situation frequently tound in the oase of hysterioal children, 

is that the ohild has tJ$9n allowed to completely dominate the family 

scene. The love of power is one of the mcst universal and fundamental 

of human ohara.f.lltEJristi.cs:. In the case of the infant,· too often every-

thing is.done to make baby satisfied. The child senses this uncon

SCiously, and wants to hang on to whatever bit of power he has ob-
I'f 

tained. Yo~. believes that this is the result of a fundamental feeling 

ot mseouri ty, that exists in everyone j because of the threats to bio

logical stability that start at the moment of extrusion trom the pro

tective environment of the maternal uterus. This desire for domination 

is a des;re for run adequate response to neutralize the feeling of in-
Ibi> Iff 

security. Sweet, along with Jt>ung believes that attention from his 

fellow creatures is a primal necessity tor all normal human beings. 

Both say that attention must be had, even at great cost, and if favor

able attention is not available, then unfavorable is ~tter than none, 

pointing out that many children prefer physical punishmant to lack at 

any. Emotional habit patterns which are formed subsequent to birth, 

are basically conditioned, and one of the most potent means· tor this 

conditioning is the satisfaction of biological needs, the most fund-
IN 

amental urges being the strongest of oonditioning fa.ctors. Young and 
1t1 

Morton both believe that fear, expressed through a teeling ot insecuri~, 

in the "play tor attention" is one 01.' the most potent factors in early 

-----~----~-~~--~------~----~-.-----~---- ---------
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habit formation. with the resultant influence on the adult life patterns. 

This need for the attention of his environment is necessary for normal-

ity~ but when the child finds himself the most important thing in the 

environment, he is reluctant to give up any of the lbnelight. The 

child learns his power very young, and is prepared to keep on ruling 

his environment to the extent to which he is allowed. The child who 

has been taught that he is the center of the universe has a delightful 

time until his universe changes. Untortunately as tbne goes on, either 

he finds himself, for some reason, no longer the center of the trunily, 

or on entering the larger world, finds that he is not as bnportant 

there as he was in his own small circle. This is a tearful shock to 
'If 

his ego, and his precious security is threatened. Young firmly be-

lieves that from these early beginnings may be built up a long train 

of subsequent det~nsive reaction~which become more and more involved 

as l1£e progresses. He 'laims that. given one weak spot in adjust

ment, with its consequent threat to security, and there is built up 

a long train of defensive reactions, always attempting to bolster up 

the ever crumbling structure~ whose foundations are built on sand. 

This child must tind some means to restore himself' to the center ot 

the stage. and it illness has proved a retuge to him in the past, he 

ia apt to seek it again. This is particularly true of one already pos
Ilf 

sessed ot what Morton calls the Itinferiority-tear" complex. He teels 

inadequate to tace a larger world
J 

and can find no way ta restore to 

himselt ~enecessary sense ot importance,texeept to get attention by 

sickness. The hysterical reaction is a poor expedient, but it is the 

best he can tind. 
'7 

Block believes that the highest power in man is his self control, 
-sf 

and Core considers the most j~portant single factor in the etiology ot 

hysteria is B. lRck ot training in this quality. The result at the inter

action ot the individuality ot the child and his surroundings is the 
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ItI., 

formation of self control. MoGeorge points out that it is only in 

later years that voluntary eontrol is exeroised over the instinots_ 

and that the traingng of the child to prepare him for suoh oontrol 

is up to the parents. If the child is allowed to grow up_ giving way 

freely to every emotion. his preparation for self oontrol is poor, es-

peoially if the ohild finds that by suoh action_ he not gets all the at

tention he wants_ but also has all his desires satisfied. Every ohild, 

normal or abnormal, is constantly experimenting with his whole envir-

onment by the use of various modes of behaviour, innate or aoquired, 

to find situations in which the behaviou~ is suooessful_ or in some 

way satisfying. The self control of any individual is normal for the 

environment responsible for its produotion, but in the event ,of the 

environment being false, then the resulting self oontrol is defeotive, 

as judged by the subsequent surroundings. It is self oontrol that det-

ermines one's behaviour to current events and, in the event of its 

being badly defective, under oonditions of pa:tn or discomfort, then, 

instead of being resolved oonsoiously and thereby inoreasing exper

ience, the hysterioal reaction is liable to oameinto play in order to 
" , .. 

relieve the ego from distress. Thomas, in his study of hysteria in 

children, also considers lack of self oontrol a potent faetor_ and adds 

that parente.l example often e.ots "tS suggest* in this. He also points 

out the evil of exoessive parental 'sympathy and anxiety over any little 

thing that may go wrong with the ohild, whioh enoourages the ohild to 
, .. 

make a great emotional display over very trivial things. Morse thinks 

that the hysterioal ohild is simply the superspoiled child, who has 

been allowed to attain his desires by making any sort of soene until 
'is" "" he got what he we.nted. Both Jelliff'e and Raohford think that a good 

deal of' this is due to the unwise desire to stimulate the young ohild, 

and the attention that he gets from emotional display. On the other 
"7 

hand, Spaulding says that parents often disregard tantrums and excess 

emotion in early infancy, but later think they must not curb the child·s 
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personality, and often encourage him to express himself without restraint, 
l&{o 

in any way he chooses. Richards, in writing ot common parental attitu4es, 

points out the danger to the child, of bringing him up to be too much of 

en individualist in his relationship to the rest of society, by teach

him ... that the world ~wes him freedom to live his own lite as he 

chooses. She pants out that these children are not only given an ex-

s.gerrated sense of thei own jJnportance, but, instead of being free, 
1$7 

are made slaves of their own emotions. According to Spaulding, ex-

cess display of emotion may have one or more ot three sources. It may 
i .... t. 

be because the situatmOl1~in which the child is prevented trom domin-

ating, or whioh threatens to thwart his desires. The situation may 

threaten to break down some compensatory mechanism that has been cul-

tivated in the past to a~id ~acing difficult sttuations. The third 

is the uncovering ot the initial inadequacy, or imagined interiority, 

on account of which the seoondary compeasation has been formed. The 

individual who has been used.all his lite. to go on a grand emotional 

debauch, whenever his personality seems about to be thwarted, wishes 

to projeot all his conflicts into something conorete, and the hyster

ical reaction comes very easily to him. 

As a result of heredity, or fundamental Ie.cks in environment" or 
• both, there develops andindividual ot a character whiihh Abt and others 

consider so typioal ot ~ysteria that they describe it under the mental 
,., A' .,r 

symptoms ot the diseese. Others (Sachs, Brill, Jelliffe) list it as a 

mild form ot the~.diseas~, whioh may or may not go on to the severe. 
liS- I/~ ," as 

Still others (Biller" Ill.E. Mayer, Bleuler" Burr ) believe it to be a 

character in which hysteria develops easily, but whioh may or may 

not do so, depending largely on the stress ot the enviro1ll1l1ent. What

ever one may think about how the hysterioal personality should be olas-
m-

sitie4, most authors agree with Weohsler that hysterical symptoms do 

not sprout forth in persons who have not previously shown same of the 
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general characteristics of the hysterical personality. He says that 

not only can the roots of the symptoms be traced to early childhood 

difficulties. but also the behaviour and personality conflicts. 
IO' 

McCarthy says that the hysteric is an individual who trom birth reacts 
lIS' 

badly to the stress and stDdn ot lite, and Streaker reports that in 

studying the amnesic states. he found consistently a history of early 
if .. 

personality wends. suggestive of the hysterical reaction. Jelliffe 

says that)when one finds a malady due to thousands of causes. one will 

find that each plays a minimal role to the hysterical personality, and 
/.J1 

that the foundation i~ a psychically abnormal character. Richards con-

siders it a type of personality indicating a nervous system organiz

ation which must be car.tully steered through the traffio jams of lite. 
II \'l' 

Brill claims that, in certain oonstitutions, a neurosis is simply a 
I'G 

question of environment, and Sachs says that the entire conception of 
tf7 

hysteria presupposes an abnormal mental state. Kasanin and Kaufman, in 

their study of the functional psychoses of childhoodJbegin with the 

statement that there is prevalent in modern psyohiatry, the theory that 

the prepsychotio personality determines to a great extent the type of 

reaction in the psychotio individual. They feel that, since the per

sonalities of ohildren are relatively less complicated, one may hope 

to arrive at the understanding of the underlying factors with greater 

ease than with adults. There do seem to be different types of char

acter in which the hysterical psychism tinds special opportunity to 
1'/0 171 

develop into more elaborate torms. White defines mental illness as a 

type ot reaction of the individual to his problems ot adjustment, 

which is conditioned by two tactors: the nature of those problems, and 

the character eqUipment with which they are met, and he believes that 

breaks in adjustment do not ordinarily occur without the cooperation 

ot some lack ot balance in the personality makeup. 

One ot the characteristics most commonly met in hysterioal child-
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rent is extreme emot~onal instability. The mood is in a oonstant 

state of fluctuation. The emotions are easily kindled, strongly felt, 

and restrained with diffioulty, or not at all. The explosion vdll be 

out of all proportion to the affect shock, both in intensity and dur-
45 

ation. Even in the normal ohild~we have a defioient development of 

oontrol, as measured by adult standards, but in the hysterical ohild 

there is very poor power of judgement as to the weight of the oause 

whioh excites the emotion. The cause is exagerrated in his mind, partly 

by a pro~ess of imagination, partly by went of experience, and partly 
'tJ 

by habit. _These ohildren are always oarried away by the exoitement of 
131 

the moment. Richards believes that the self motivated stimulation of 

uncontrolled emotiofts.is just as serious a faotor in touching off bio. 

logical instabilities as ~oreign proteins, in other words, that these 

children are actually allergiC, and must be desensitized to the stim-
'tf 

ulations of the environment. Henderson and Gillespie call attention, 

in this conneotion, to the contrast between actual shallownesS" of the 

feelings, and the intenSity of the expression of them. 

Another very oharaoteristio hysterical trait, is the constant 

and persistent desire to be the oenter of attention, and the ohild will 

adopt any method of behavioUB that he has found will bring about this 

end, and this is usually at the botton of the emotional outbursts 
/10 

which, as pointed out by Bleuler, are usually of a theatrioal charaote~. 

However, it it suits his purpose, he may find it more profitable to ap.. 

pear indifferent or reserved, though this is a less common reaction in 
II;' 

children. Mayer says that the hysterical personality, instead of s.c

comadation itself to givea situations and possibilities of life, is 

under the necessity, for himself and others, to appear more than he 

is, and to live more than he is able. He points out that hysterical 

reaotions occur largely in immaturely developed persons. When a dil

emma appears, personality reaotions require a deCision, and some at-

" 
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tempt at a reasoned inquiry. It hysteria tollows, it is~because reason 

hasaot:solution, and arohaic impulses are released. As has been said 

betore, 1:;ru. bysteri6 oonstantly sutters tromba constant sense ot his 

own inadequaoy ot personality, but is possessed ot a oonstant drive to 
Ib 

compensate, or at least to fool the world. Bleuler &ven oharaoterizes 

the temperament as a mild manic type, with vivid wishes and the need to 

assert the personality. Every thought, teeling and aotion of the hys

teric irs centered on himself, and he is selfish and vain to an exces

sive degree. However, he is influenoed by the opinion ot the world 

on these traits, and is very apt to disguise his selfishness under the 
d' 

guise of supersensitiveness. -«hile some hysterics are capable of much 

eff.ort and sacrifice tor those they love, the manifestations ot love 

must be very theatrical, and the loved individual must be exoeptioally 

faithful, and loud in gratitude to the hysteric, and the affections 
'10 

ot the hysterio may ohange from love to hate at any moment. A more 

COlllllOn. reaotion., because it is easier, and4'xempts the hysteric from 

aeeomplisbmantitorwhich his personality is inadequate, is to attract q. 
atten.tion by inviting pi'tiy. This is the more typical manifestation 

because it tends to the more. intantile level, on which the hysterics 

attention is apt to be tixed, and exempts the sutferer trom necessity 
"~ ,10 

ot adjusting to the adult level ot reality. Bleuler states emphatic-

ally that the hysteriC wants to be sick, not just to appear so. As 

a result the slightest sensation is caught hold of and magnified, his 

inte_nse will to believe, along with his charaoteristic lack ot mental 
'10-

inhibition, acting as very effioient autosuggestion. He also has the 

feeling that others do not appreciate him or his sufterings, and that 

he must aocentuate them to make them understood. His egoism is very 

easily injured, by real or fanoied neglect, but the pains of others 

excite very little interest, and may arouse jealousy. 

Other manifestations ot the desire of the hysterio tor the lime-
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.t 

light. is the tact that he is nearltga.tways untruthf'ul. This lying may 

be with a purpose, to get out ot an unpleasant situation, but more 
fI 

cha.racteristleally shows as a tendency to decpption without reaSon. 

Be is compelled to lUlke anything he tells more startling than the story 

at llis, companion. Hysterical children do not, as a rule, get along 

we,~L!lith.the,ir ()?ntempo~aries. who are little inclined to e.ot as his 

~o~shi~~~gpub~i().Also, his inability to shine in group activities 

~ke,~ l!im pretend .. iJ1ditterence and disparagement. His great desire 

is t<? .excel~ in those activities in which the group is interior, but 

he usually lacks the abili tytbii;dabtlli*,,» .to lie bbiste-rs up his own sense 

ot weakltess.by.egotistical lying. 

Th~ hysterical child is characterized by an excess ot suggest
'IS 

ibility. J.llitte pOints out the..t.tew people can think for themselves. 

but must be led by 'the tew, and adopt their phrases, tormulae. and 

ideas. However, the hysterical presents this characteristic to an 

exaggerated degre~. espeCially along certain lines of suggest~.ction, 

and they have a lack of inhibitory power a.gainst suggestion. The person

ality of the hysteric is defective. his emotions are easily aroused, and 

he wants more attention than the normal person. Any suggestion which 

offers him an outlet along these lines, is eagerly grasped by the psyche • 
.,; 

Jellifte, says that negativism is ver,r eharactertlste~oBl~~hP~.-

terica.l child. This is a type ofnegauve suggestibility., and is part 
If' 

ot the wish to. attract attention. Sachs says. that, more or ,less con-

sciously. the hyst~rical child develops an antag.Mlistic, if not a neg

ativistic a.ttitude. He says. "Icm't", when he means, "I won ft". By 

developing this a.ttitude he gets ,~3type of emotional satb~a.ction. by 

praJing that in . this, "1sipeps-e:ae.:litytj:s stronger. then the other persona. 

It also . may praTe him better. because difterent, trom the. ordinary ind

ividual. and many peculiar hawits, and likes and dislikes. develop on 
aT 

this basis. Qameron sa.ys that negativism is the response at the dom-
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inating, egotistioa1 child to coxt-ientous, but timid and unoertain 

handling. It may also serve to the child as an act of revenge against 

an over dominant parent. 

The hysterical is defU1tely _deficient in will power. He has not 

sufficient driving power to think things through, orsutficient selt 
'71 

control to face reality. His attention and cencentratiou--are .:poor" and 
1'f.J 

he is inoapab1e of any sustained effort to gain his ends. Saohs believes 

it is not so much a direct lack of power to exert the will, as a -ten

dency to exert it in a perverse fashion, and this seems to be true, as 

very often the defeotive solution at whioh the hy-sterio arrives, is :r'~ 

really. more trouble, and aotually less satisfactory to the ego. than 

the normal one would be. 
1. 

Abt oonc1udes that the hysterioal child is not exactly a mental 
<1(' 

defective; but is not in a state of mental equilibrium. Coutts pOints 

out that only a small proportion of the excessively emotional ohildrea 

become subjects of definite neuroses in later life, but that their per-

sonalities always present a weaker defense against them. Mayer warns 

us that the mere presence of emotional conditions in a child, does 

not oonstitute hysteria, but is a danger signal, which should be noted 
17& 

by those interested in him. Weohsler describes the type of person 

most.apt to develop hysteria, but adds that not every hy-sterio shows 

all of the above mental traits, nor does the occurrence of one or more 
.".-

of them in an individual, make of him a maladjusted neurotic. Burr, in 

pointing out the difficulties in any- personality study, says that there 

are _ many x's in the equation, several of which will reaain unknown 
II 

no matter how much soienoe _y advance. Malamud and LindemanJl, in their 

study of'pephiatrie reaotion type-s, oonolude that mental diseases, no 

matter how speoifio certain single factors may seem to be, are actually

caused by- a cmbination of a great number of factors, none of which can 

be regarded as the sale cause. 
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Given the hysterioal personality, whioh seems to be partly innate, 

and partly developed as a result of environmenteJLfactors, there is 

usually a precipitating situational cause for the development of symp-
.70 

toms. White says that the hysterical tendency may remain indefinitely 

latent, until something happens to produce the characteristic response. 

The hysterical child is one whose innate reaction patterns are always 

defective, and the precipitating situation is one which threatens the 

satisfying si tuationa,l condl tions that he has managed to build up for 

himself. In some, it is not one~but a series of minor situation~which 

can, as a rule, be handled Sl1coe-sstully by thenormalohlld.,.Oooas .. 

10nal1y the exoiting factor is so severe that even a child without a 
,loB 

neurotic background would have diffiou1ty in dealing with it. Thomas 

emphasise;fi· the effect of trauma in this connection, and it is true, as 
, 

Babinski pOints out, that the pain, and more or less persistent inhib-

itioDf)of lIlOvement, resulting from trauma, can act as a starting point 

for autosuggestion, and the hysteria will survive the exciting cause. 

This is partiou1arly apt to be true if the trauma has caused a large 

amount of excitement in the family and sympathy for the sufferer. 

Olosely connected to this is organiC disease as an immediate oause. 

Even if the hysteric is aotually sick; or injured, his inherent feeling 

of inadequacy' makes the psyche seek exaggeration or oontinuation of 

the physical symptoms. The organic factor may be minimal, but can 

easily act as a sta.rting point in a susceptible individual. How-

ever the suggestion offered by the trauma or organiC disease. merely 

providea t¥.~, _~d~not supply the motive, which is in the ind-
J ~ 

, 

ividuals own conflict of mind. 
~ 

Allen gives first, in his list of the exoiting factors of hysteria, 

the birth of the next ohild. As has been pointed out before, most llya. 

terioal ohildren are only children, youngest children. or children who 

have been set off in some way from others, and have been the center ot 

their little world. The birth of another child often involves a period 
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ot readjustment in the norma.l child, but the hysterioa.l is absolutely 

unable to reconoile himselt to share the stage with another. The hys

terioal symptom may be the result. 

Another exoiting tactor, which is closely related in its ettect 

to the tirst, is a rearrangement of the tamily relationship in some 
14 

way. This may be the removal, tor some Cause, from the family scene, 

of the individual, usually the mother, who has always been his retuge 

from the wor14, and on whom his psychic subterfuges have always worked. 

It may not be that that individual is removed, but the child's security 

in the relation may be threatened by the introduction ot a step mother 

or step father. The hysterical child is very emotional, selt centered 

and jealous, but, being incapable of loving anyone, except in relation 

to his own desires, must tind some means at bringing the love object 

back to his side, at the s~Jne time avoiding th~ admission that his per

sonality is not suoh as to hold love by itselt. 
&'< 

Dodd says that the success ot adaptation of a child during its 

tirst tour or tive years of lite, is measured by the reaction to the 

arrival of another child, and its entry into school life. This is often 

the hysterioal child's first attempt to mix with others, and to take his 

place as an iadividual in the world. He is plunged into new surroundings 

and new disciplines, and has to tind his own level with other children. 

For the unprepared ohild, this transition may be extremely difficult, 

espeoially to the child of this peculiar nature. His tendency is al

wysthe hysterical one otwanting to go back to the infantile pro

tected condition, so that his inadequacy may not be shown up in this 

new situation. .As illness will get him out of school, it is to him 

an extremely rational escape from. this particular situation. This is 

is especially true if there is a discrepancy between the child's in-
l'il'f 

tellectual ability, the school programs, and theRmae expectations •. 

These children are incapable of ¥G.k:ing up, by sustained effort tor 
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their intelleotual laoks, and they do not wish to admit that they 

either cannot or will not do the work, so all they have lett is to 
I( 

be too siok to do it. Allen says that the discipline at school, while 

otten given by the parent as a oause, seldam is, as that teature at 

school lite is usually aocepted by the ohild as a matter at oourse. 

The question of the influence of sex trauma, in the Freudian 

sense, as a preoipitating faotor in the devel¢pment of hysteria, 

tinds less agreement ~ong the students of the subjeot. than do the 
/'1'( 

ones disoussed above. Sachs and Hausmann, in their textbook, give 

early sexual irritability as one of the oauses of hysteria. Brill, 

in his study of psychotio ohildren, oame to the oonolusion that psy

oho-sexual adjustments are undoubtedly very important in ohildhood, 
fl,) 

and Streoker, in his study of the psychology ot nonnal ohildren, 

emphasized that it is important not to blook the child's curiosity, 

especially on sea, which, sinoe it is one at the strongest potentials, 

arouses the greatest curiosity. However, he believes that part of the 

reason tor this curiosity, is not as much the childts fund~ental 

interest in things sexual, as an artificial one created by the adults 

about him. Stack believes that sex is a subjeot about which no one is 

wholly rational, and which everyone approaohes with a certain degree 

at tension. He says that to any discussion ot it, we bring the embar-

rassments, guilts, and personal perplexities that we have acquired in 

the prooess of adjusting the most powertul and most individualistic 

ot emotions to the exigencies at our social environment. It this lack 

of oomplete sexual adjustment is as universal as he clanns,it seems 

hardly poss~ble that it is the sole oause of neuroses, as is claimed 
.Sf, 

by the Freudians. Somerville, in e. discussion of the psychology of 

hysteria, gives the opinion that it is probably that the greater 

part of the oontent ot the suboonscious (at least the part which 

mostly influenoe our conduct ) consists of repressed wishes, wishes 
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that are unethioal, or of which we are ashruned, or which are selfish, 

but not all necessarily sexual, as Freud believes. Thomas, in his study 

of hysterical ohildren, found masturbation, the commonest childish sexual 

manifestation, infrequent ~ong them. Other authors would not agree 

"' with him. Morton, who believes all n~urosis is on an interiority-

fear basis, feels that sex is secondary to the complex, but that sexual 

malpractice may either spring from the feeling of inte~iority and fear~ 

as an attempt-at compensation for it, or may be the cause of the com-

plex, because of feeling of guilt and remorse. He thiaks that this 

situation, where the £~ aspeot is_superficial, but the fear is fund-,,, 
amental, is especially apt to be true in children. Mayer believes that 

response to experience is more important in the neurotic conflict, than 

the sexual or libidinal drives, even in the very wide connotation of 

these drives, as is given by the modern psychoanalyst. However, he 

oalls attention to the fact that various sexual maladjustments 100m 

up frequently in the life histories of hysterics, and that many of the 

older cases show a marked preoocupation, in one form or another, with 
So 

matters pertaining to sex. Campbell says that we have been influenced 

by an alt~gether too simple, oonventional oonception of the life of 

the ohild. He thinks that the precocious development of sexual in-

terests and activities, and disproportionate prominence of oertain 

elements in these oomplicated functions, is in itself evidence of a 

neurotic instability, except in cases in which unfortunate external 

oircumstanoes have forced the development of the instinct. The men 
., ,,~ "IIi 

who take the middle ground in the argument (Morton, Mayer, Kasanin, 

and others) feel that, while there are other etiological factors 

than sexual maladjustment, this part of the individual's life must 

be carefully investigated, whether the case be in a child or an adult. 

The above precipitating causes, with the possible exception of 

the one of sexual trauma, are very common situations in the lives of 
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all children. The special li&bilit,y of hysterical children to break 

~g~t'.t!l~ .. 9nt!l:L~~g1:tt~ .Qt.ltt~J i.~. _s.}19.wn.by;.tbe~.f!'l-~:t .. :tb~t .tb,eY .. Q~l:rt; .. 

manage situations, Which the no~al child can deal with satisfactor

ily, with little or no psychic conflict. 

The symptoms ot hysteria are so manitold, that no one individu~l, 
'If 'I 

child or adult, ever exhibits the majority ot them. 
.,., 

in. childr:8'lI is, more often than not, monosymptomatic. 

In ~t~ct~ hy'ste ria 

'" Oameron says 

that the hysterical symptoms ot the child are the truits of the doubts~ 

forbodings and a.nxiety of the parents. Parents do not usually fear 

the onset of nrgmnic nervous disease in their children, nor, unless 
e. there has 'been trauma, contrac~~s , paralyses, etc. ,but they tear 

and make much of the child's appetite, his sle~p, and his excretory 

functions, and it is along these lines that most ot the suggestion is 

offered to the child. The symptoms have certain general charaoteristics, 

in that there are practioally none that could not be p.pilu.ad,din the 

beginning, eithar by volition or by emotion, though they could be sus-.,,, 
tained in this way tor only a short t~e. Also they correspond strik-

ingly with the usual concepts ot disease entertained by the lay mind, 

and there is an unconscious determinfLtionot the locus of the sympt-

oms by previeus experience. 
113-

Wechsler points out that the general symptoms ot hysteria are so 

numerous that it is almost impossible to discuss them in detail, with

out making a text encyclopedio, and vs it is not Ileees sary, provided 

one understands the mechanism ot their causation, and realizes that 

there is hardly a sign or a symptom which hysteria eannot Simulate. 

In this study only those symptoms common to children will be studied, 

particularly in reterence to the characteristic differences trom those 

ot adults. 

While the stigmata are no longer considered necessary for the 

diagnosis of hysteria, their presence is evidence that one is dealing 
" 'T7 

with an individual who is highly suggesti\tle. Hassin observes, what 
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was notioed years ago, even by those who believed in the diagnotio 

importanoe of the stigmata, that they are mueh less oo~n in ohildren 
lOP 

than in adults. However, as Sachs points out, as the ohild grows old 

enough to appreoiate their importance, they will appear, espeoially 11 

he has been subjected to many examinations. 
'''I~ 

Disorders ot sensation are not as common in child~en as in adults. 

Any ot the senses may be exaggerated or diminished. In childre, hyper-

aesthesias ot various kinds are very much more common than anaesthesias. 

The ohild mind is not given to oomplicated mental manoeuvers, and, to 

the Child, any sort ot illness or injury, brings disoomfort and in

creased teeling, rather than its opposite. Although there is no in

tentional malingering, the pains ar~ most apt to appear when they will 
.,o. 

be of most advantage to the child. Hysteri.al headaohes are common 

in children of sohool age, but, as Abt points out, seldom appear in 

younger ohildren, unless some other member of the family is subject 

to severe headaches. Wechsler says that these patients go into con-

siderable detail about the severity of their pains, but at the same 

time, show a o&r.tain detachment, iinot indifference. Griffith claims 

that headaohe,widespread hyperaesthesias, and joint pains are the com

monest disorders ot sensation in children. Children also are apt to 
,.,.v 

haVe abdominal painS, as 1fstomach ache1f is a common worry ot the parent. 
Nt 

Morse describes children who could not bear the lightest touch on 

their bodies, but who wore their clothes without complaint, and could 

si t or lie down wi thout discomto~. The presenoe ot hysterogenic 

zones, which when stimulated will bring on hysterical attacks in those 

prone to such attaoks, is only found in ohildren who have been sub-
{'If '60 

jeoted to strong suggestion along suoh lines. Bleuler calls attention 

to the tact, it definite boundaries are not fixed through suggestion ot 

the examination, the hysterioal distw.banoe of sensibility changes in 

limitation and tnteasity, when tests are varied by distraotion or various 
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combinations ot suggestion. Anaesthesia ot various kinds, though less 

common, do occur in ohildren. They usually disappear during sleep, and 

at that time the child can be roused by stimuli they cannot teel when 

awake. In ea.se ot hemianaesthesia, the child may also be blind .. and 

have loss of taste and smell on the same side, though suoh a oomplie-
''#If 

ated oombination ot symptoms would occur in a young ohild very rarely. 

In regional anaesthesia, the laok ot relation to anatomioal nerve dis

tribution is even more marked than in adults. Itusual1y comes on sud

denly, aad may leave suddenly, or may reeede inoh by ineh. While the 

disturbanoes ot sensibility do not obey d~tinite rules, it is ohar

aoteristio that they do not cause any real inoonvenience to the child .. , 
and he does not injure himselt because of them. 

ot the distirbanoes ot the special senses, the visual funotion 

is most apt to be upset in children, according to Sachs and Hausman, 
a 

though Abt thinks they are rare. Bilateral loss ot vision is even 

rarer in children than in adults l and is usually tranSitory when it 
'rf 

does oceur. Bassin says it may tollow shock, and that the child will 

be una.ble to perceive even the strongest light, but will seldom bump 

into obstacles. Blephorospasm and photophobia are fairly common. 

The contraction ot the visual tields, as one ot the stigmata ot hysteria~ 
'11 

is still believed in by many. Robinson gives a number of Cases which 

he picked up in routine eye examinations, but a number ot his cases 

had not been considered abnormal betore. He calls attention to the 

tact that eye oomplaints are now a oammon hysterioal symptom in ohildren, 

whioh he considers a result of the suggestion ot advertisements, school 

tests, etc~ 
• Abt does not think that disturbances of hearing are oommon in 

.,. 
children, but ~Gritfith says that hysterioal deafness is very apt to 

tollow a blow on the ear. Disturbances ot smell and taste are very 
l:t- 71 

rare in children. Speech disorders are faLrlyoommon, and Hassin 
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thinks thRt e. fright or sudden emotion, is often the precipitating 

cause. MRny authors put stuttering down as an hysterical symptom of 
,Ta 

this type. but Weohsler says that all stuttering is not hysterical. 

The hysterioal type differs from the true~in that the patient is 

usually quite indifferent to his def.ect in the former, but intense ly 

self oonsoious about it in the latter. Aphonia is one of the oom-
,'I' 

monest speech disor4ers of ohildhood. It usually ~mes on suddenly, 

and is absolutlyoomplete, every phonated word and sound being lost. 

Its return is usually just as sudden and just as complete. Occas

ionally they are only able to whisper, and some Ce~ talk, but have 
"I" 

peculiarities of accent, artioulation, or intonation. Same ohildren 

will return suddenly to baby talk. 

The motor symptoms of hystenia are so many that only the most 

general treatment- of them will _ given here •. In ihi:iW:~<.~~~or 

symptoms are apt to be massive, there being not the slightest possib-
,.,., 

ility of moving a toe, if there is foot paralysis, eto. In ohildren, 

hemiplegia is not oommon, and is very easy to diagnose, as they do 
,oR ,Jd 

not know enough to make it complete. Rachford does not believe that 

paralysiS is a common me~ifestation inohildhood, especially in younger 

children. When it does oocur it is apt to be regional and very limited. 

It does not keep to an.atomical lines, even as much as it does in adults, 
'10 

but affeots musole groups that belong together psyohically. As has 

been mentioned above , anaesthesia of the paralyzed part is less com

mon 'han in e.dults, who consciously or unconsoious~y conolude that a 

totally paralyzed part must be totally without feeling. Oontraotures 

are rare among children, and the limb can usually be straightened out 
., 

in sleep, or during anaesthesia. The vasomotor disturbanoes, suoh as 
'1 

blueness and ooldness from disuse, seldom appear in ohildren. The 

hysterical limp is oharaoteristio. They do not circumduot; but drag 
7 . 

the limb.as if dead. With children's paralyses, an aotual injury 
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often gives the tirst suggestion. Astasia abasia is a peculiar motot 
'(I 

g.itttculty, which is commoner in c!tildren than in adults. In this, 

the child can move his limbs in a lying or sitting pOSition, with no 

sign ot anything wrong, but is incapable ot standing o:h wal~gl.nor

mally. 

The menor motor manitestations ot spasms, tremors, and tics, are 
,7:1. 

very common among children. Weohsler states that there is hardly an 

abnormal involuntary movement whdeh cannot be caused by psychogenic 

disorders. They generally have a detinite pattern. Hysterical chorea 
71 ~ 

is apt to be more coordinated, and less varied, than true chorea. Abt 

calls attention to the taot a ohild who haS had true chorea may sub-. 

sequently have the hysterioal torm, it subject to psychio irritation. 

Choreiform movements, tics, and other spasms are more common in ohild-
71 

ren, and may occur in epidemios, lIWgeping through whole classrooms. 

In these, usually only a tewmuscles are involved, and it the attention 

of the ohild is arrested, the movements will cease. They may oonsist 

of jerking ot the head, shrugging ot the shoulders, twisting the body, 

biting the upper or lower lip, racial grimaces, blinking, nodding ot 
f~ 

the head, etc. Tremor is not particularly common in children, but may 
"1 

occur. Globus hystericus* is prGbab~y an esophageal spasm, otten com-

ing on with any emotional excitement, and usually appears and disappears 
{J;z 

suddenly. Sinemark emphasizes that in these cases, the adults usually 

suspect same horrible disease, whioh doesn't help the child any. Raoh-
JiI/> 

tord gives this as the commonest hysterical manitestation in ohildren. 

Aotual oonvulsions are oommoner in older than in younger children. 
'1'1 

and Griftith says they are never as common in children as in adults. 
'17 

On the other h~, Hassin thinks they are quite camnon in ohildren. 
I'fJ 

Sachs says that hystero-epilepsy is the rarest, but gravest, manites-
IJo 

tation in children. Rachtord points Gut that many neurotio children 

have oonvulsions in early childhood, and these may be kept up, though 
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"7 
usually in a mild form, as an hysterical symptom. Hassin points out 

the diffioulty in separating hysterical oouvulsions from true epilep-

sy in children. However, hysterical attacks present much more var

iability than epilepsy. Hysterioal convulsions may have prodromal 

symptoms, and aura, many of which are the result of suggestion. 

They are often preceded by an emotional disturbance. The couvulsive 

seizure is atypioal in some way, and lasts much longer than true epi

lepsy. The fits usually occur only in the presenoe of others, or when 

some adult is near, there is never any more than a minor injury, and 
1'(1 

the attack is oi'ten brought on by refusing the ohild some desire. 
1 

The ohild often has memory of the episode after it is over. Some 

think that the movements have symbolio significanoe, and represent u1 

'71 

a reliving of an emotional episode. Others believe them to be a defense 
'7'7 

against weakness, helplessness, or disagreeable recolleotion. 

The visceral hysterical symptoms are by far the most oommon in 

Childhood, since, as has been pointed out before, diseases of the vis-

cera are most feared by his parents for him, and of these, disturbanoes 
'17 

of appetite, and digestive functions, ocoasion the greatest alarm. 
,61> 

Sweet says that too muoh has been said and written by physicians, nurses, 

taaeMtrS1ii3<ud everyone interested in child welfare, about malnutrition 

and its evils~ He gives threereaseon why a ohild will not eat. ~L;) He 

is not hungry. Appetite oannot be turned on and off, like a fauoet. 

(2) He is &iok. The loss of appetite is an early Sign of illness, es

pecially in ohildren, and it is unwise to foroe it. If food is pushed 

in at this time, th"el"e Jft!.ty easily develop a distaste that lasts for 

months~ or ye.ars. (:3) By not eating, he gets something he wants more 

than food, the undivided solioitous attention of every adult about him. 
8'L 

This last form often has started as one of the other two. Dodd says 

that at present the knowledge of the use of food is more widely dis

seminated than ever before, and there is an interest in the welfare 
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of children such ~lS the world has not previously known. but the prob

lem is weighing down the mothers with a 10e.d of anxiety, and interferes 

seriou1y with family life. Feeding problems loam large to the parent 

of the normal child, but in these the child usually gets both the food 

and the victory. and no one is hurt except the mother and her discip

line. HOwever, in the hysterical child who is emotional, sensational. 

and negativistic anyway, the situation is much worse. It is also very 

hard to distinguish between simple poor frunily habits about the ohi1d's 
6"~ 

eating, and true anorexia nervosa. Dodd says that the main fault is 

that most parents regard it as a problem of getting food into the ohild 
'10 

(Jahr calls them "calorie stokers") and the child views his meals as 

anything 'but pleasant intervals in the day. He further points out that 

when the attempt is made to get food into a child against his will. 

the victory belongs with, and remains with, the child. No ohild reasons 

beyon@ simple and apparent logic, and so to him no evident reason ex
ists why victory should not be his on other fields of conflict. and a 

spirit of negativism is engendered. The hysterical child finds this 

an excellent way to assert himself. and with his extr9Jl.9;'.lsuggestibility, 

may carry it to the point of malnutrition. and the oondltion may act

ually become serious. He is very apt to add vomiting to his le.ck of 

appetite, and many have dysphagia, gastralgia, etc as part of the 
'11 

same problem. 

Wechsler believes that hysterical constipation is the oommonest 

manifestation of the disease, and in children the srune abnormal attention 
'1'T 

is paid to defecation as ~s paid to appetite. Rassin says this form 

of constipation may be a spasmodic irritation, due to excessive fix
{7f 

ing of the attention on the function, but Veeder thinks that it may 

begin as rebellion against an over solicitous mother. Sachs gives the 

opposit~ condition, diarrhea on emotional excitement, as an hysterical 

symptom. Disturbance of the urinary ex:er&:t:017 function iss less comma. 
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but does exist. This is usually an inability to urinate. but there 
17 

may be inoontinence. Frequent urination is commoner than actual en-
$4 ~,.. 

uresis, but the latter does occur. Dodd thinks that enuresis often 

begins as an acoident. but may 00 ntinue in a susceptible child as an 

hysterical symptom, if the mother makes much fuss about it. He says 

it is more apt to happen when the child is under conditions of greater 

strain then usu1l!t .. in its environment. end is therefor. demanding more 
't 

emphatically than usual, the refuge represented by its mother. 

The on~y respiratory symptom that is common in children is spas-
i:'-

modic cough. However. dyspnea and rapid respiration oceur in some very 
'1>-

suggestible children. Some children can bring on ~sthmatic attacks 
'&7 

to get their own way_ Sighing or gasping respiration may occur. 

Rachford says. that the more profound mental disturbances are not 

'" common in children. Hysterical twigh1ight states are very-rare. 

Amnesias have been recorded in children, but are believed to be a sign 
IIf'f 

of very serious mental degeneration, when they do oecur. The same may 
'71 

\ 

be said of fugues. Children's conflicts are seldom complicated enough 

for them to wish to drop out part of+htlr U.E4 and a child t s psyche 

is more apt to seek escape by protection, that is, return to the mother. 

than to run away mentally. The chi1d'.s life and experience is not 

usually such that an esoape from his environment is apt to suggest it

selt. He wants to adapt it • 
.,/ 77 

Griffith and Hassin believe somnambulism to be a fairly common 

hysterical manifestation in children. and consider it to be closely 
'II 

related to fugues. Griffith thinks that the motivation is usually 

easy to find in children. \lese men do not believe that the patients 

are really asleep, pointing out that their perceptions are often acute. 

though they pay no attention to their surroundingS. During somn~bul

ism, the pe.tient commonly lives through a vivid experience. little, or 
", 

not at alljrelated to his surroundings. Griffith notes the regularity 
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in the development of each attack, the same features repeating them-

selves each time, or, more rarely, each attack beginning where the 

other lett ott, as tar as mental content is concerned. 

'" Abt thinks that sleep disturbances ot all kinds are manifestations 

ot hysteria in children. these children often find it difficult to 

tall asleep. This may be the result ot fear, or be associated with 

other hysterical manitestations. Pavor nocturnus is given by him 
.. --:> '{oJ, 

as an hysterical symptom, and is considered so by Epstein and Gritti~9 
'1-' Culpin says that night terrors may be ~'t temporary disturence, wi th-

out signitioance for the future weltare ot the child, may be a sym-

ptom of hysteria, or may be a sign ot a nervous tendency which in it

selt calls for careful handling in order to avoid psychoneurotic reactions 

of later lite. 
1'1'1 

Sachs and Hausman say that hysteria is diagnosed less frequently 

than in tormer years, and emphasize that the diagnosis should be pos-
13 

itive, and not just a.preoess otexclusion. Bartley says that, while 

true hysteria is rare in children, it is to the general practitioner 

that these cases usually come at tirst, and that the more severe for.ms~ 

il:l either childhood or later lite, could otten be avoided, if the ser

iousness of the milder torms were recognized by those dealing with 

children. However, the diagnosis should not be made lightly, or with

out the. exclusion of organic disease by every diagnostio method at onets 
JI 

command. Oampbell points out that there are two dangers in dealing 

with these children. One is the danger of inadequate physical exam-

ination, and the other, which may cause as much harm, is the over em

phaSis on minor physical oonditions, elicited by highly specialized pr.: 
"., 

cedures. Meagher says that nothing resembles malingering as much as 

hysteria, and that nothing resembles hysteria more than malingering. 

However, he warns against the habit of many dootors of putting down 
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all hysteria as malingering. It is true that the dividing line bet-
'lit 

ween hysteria and simulation is herd to draw. In hysteria the disa-

bility oDntipaaa long atter any advantage oan be, gained. in. that the 

patient laoks purposive dis~rimination. Also,sinoe the patient oon

oeals the gain f'rom himselt. as well as others, _ the value of' the sym-

"' p~ollll!lay .b~ dif'f~oul1; f'()r .. the observor to guesf3_"- Horse says i1; i~ ... 

'!~J:"y J:1al"d to <ii~tillg~ish between the supersp€>ited. lloma! ohild,~dt 

~~ hys~erio!ll ohi1<i •. In the ease of the dif'f'erentiation between 

~ys1;~J!'i~alandorgaAio p'aralysis. and also the disturbanoes of sensib-
7 

ility. there are exaot rules, and the diagnosis is usually f'airly easy. 

The diagnosis of' ~sychogenio pain has to be based on an exclusion of' 

adequate phYSical cause, on an eatimation of the individual's suggest

ibility, consideration of his attitude toward his surroundings, and 

the deteotion of' a determining f'actor to account for the localization 
10 

of the pain. Since the processes of thought are simpler in the ohild 

than in the adult, the direct relation of the suggestion to the Sym. 

ptoms of the disease is much clearer than is usually the case with 
,'" 

adults. The diagnosis of the hysterical personality is important, 
." 

but its presence does not necessarily exclude organic disease. The 

ohild's environment should be studied to try and find the situation 
,-

in it that brought the original reaction ~e. Kenner emphasizes 

that verbatim reports of the complaint will often give many clues 

as to the background. He urges the interviewing of all the adults 

in the child's environment, and also to get the child's story. When 

this is determined, the investigator should go on to discover the oocur-

ence of' new f'actors, at about the time of the appearance of the sym-

ptoms, whioh would tend to foroe the patient to give pp the original 

reaction type, and the degree of suddeness with which the patient is 

'" faced with this. One cannot make a diagnOSis or pursue therapy until 

the purpose of the symptom is found, and the question as to what the 

symptoms represent, as to the personal striving and the imperfect way 
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rt 
of attaining individual ends, is answered. Hysteria is an adaptation 

which is inferior and unhygienic, but intelligible, and often open to 
.Jo 

modification. It is up to the physician to find out why ~e patient 

wants to be so dependent. 

Authors differ considerably on the subject of treatment of these 
I," 186 

children. Many of the earlier writers a.g~eeii with Sleuler and Wyllie 

that the symptoms are usually curable but the disease seldom is. 
'17 

Hassin says it is essentially a chronic disease, its prognosis depend-

ing on individual features, end etiological and psychic factors. How

ever he adds that, generally speaking, children are more apt to recover, 

since they are more suggestible, and become victims from milder causes~ 

which are more easily remov~d. The younger the child the easier the 
7J J'f" 

cure. Sachs and Hausman do not believe it to be a permanent oondition" 

especially in children. They think that many individuals will develop 

it under special provocation, and under special somatic or social con-

ditions, but once these conditions are improved, or relieved, the con ... 

dition may disappear. Wechsler says that while all cannot be cured, 
's

all can be helped, if treated honestly and intelligently. Jelliffe 
1/"-

considers the prognosis favorable in childhood. Mayer feels that the 

medical profession has been too ready to dismiss these oases as hope~ 

less victims of an heredita~ taint. He says that what enthusiastic 

'" charlatanism has done, the physioian can do. Bleuler says that the OUllo

ability depends on the severity and extent of the psyohopathic predis

position, but thinks that if hysteria is only a partial symptom ot a 

twisted character, which cannot get along either with people or with 
'LI 

fortune, little can be expected. On the other hand, Brill says that 

by reoognizing exaggerated emotional states in early life, one can pro-
lIB 

duoe same immunity for later life, and Hyde believes that beoause a 

child has neuropathic anoestry, is no reason that he be given up as 

lost, with the idea that no ma.tter what is done, the effect will be 
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,3 
vitiated by the burden of his inheritanoe. Hohman thinks that. in life. 

one oan make muoh of poor material and spoil good. and Sachs ~d Haus
/'1'1 

man believe that proper training and eduoational measures oan, to a 

great degree. neutralize the evil effects. both of heredity and bad en-
1S'f 

vironment. Stern answers those who oomplain that all patients oannot 

be cured, by pointing out that not every surgeon gets perfeot results 

with every patient he operates. but that does not stop him operating; 

and those who only treat the symptoms. by noting that the well informed 

medioal men is no longer satisfied to meet surgical conditions with .. ~ 
symptomatio treatment only. Doshay. in his plea for more general treat-

ment of the condition. points out that,as the result of the widespread 

tuberculosis orunpaign. sooiety suooessfully brought this formerly 

dreaded human scourge under control, so that tuberculosis today neither 

carries the former fear of transmission to the offspring. nor the pre-

vious stigma and hopeless outlook for the treatment of the afflicted. 

This result was aocomp1ished. not through any brilliant discovery for 

the treatment of tuberculosis. nor a preventive serum, but through a 

determined effort to eradioate the disease. fortified with only the 

simple knowledge that healthy environment is the strongest weapon 

against it. He feel that the same can bedone for any of the neuroses. 

and by the same methods. 
137 

Richards believes that the neuropathioally handicapped ohild is 

always a grave liability. with regard to his ability to meet adult re

sponsibilities thrust upon him, but she also oontends that if we take 

the assets and liabilities of the growing organism into oonsideration. 

much oan be done for these children. She thinks that the objeot in 

treatment is to try and find out what kind of environmental and dev

elopmental assistanoe offers the given oontitutional endowment its 
to. 

best chanoe of development. Gordon thinks that in dealing with these 

ohi1dren. preparations for the future. for the adolescent and adult 
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periods of life, should aim differently from the preparatory measures 
1/.3 

applied to the normal. Strecker feels that the object of all mental 

hygiene is to modify behaviour so that the objective of psyohic mat-

urity will be obtained with a minimum of friction. However, he does 

not believe that, because one cannot obtain a perfect result in a given 

case, we should abandon treatment in that case. 
31 

Campbell states that what is essential for the management of the 

hysterical patient is not so much a protound and detailed knowledge of 

psyohological mechanisms, as the full realization of the simple fact 

that the hysterical symptom indicates a second rate, end evasive.way 

of meeting the d .. ends of life. In other words, hysteria is a prob

lem of the conduct of life, and the aim ot treatment is to enable the 

patient to deal lvith life in a more adequate way. He warns the phys-

ician to keep clearly separated the problem of the genesis of the sym

ptom from the problem of the exploitation ot the symptom by the patient, 

and advises him not to torget one for the other. There are no la~ 
q.s-

of treatment except that of therapeutic individualization. The objeot 

of treatment is to change the inner and outer circumstances .soas to 
It> 

make the neurosis rutile. Unless we teach a new attitude of life, the 
7.9 'Is 

e~ndition will return. Jelliffe give reeducation as the ideal psycho-

therapeutio goal. Our atte~ should be to reoonstruot the individual 

on a f.frm basiS of a reasonable and healthy philo,..~phy:,that permits 

him to. understand his wee.kness, his strength, his limitations and his 
If) 

powers. Bs.rker reminds us that normality is a pure abstraction any-

way, UilhJAaysthatwe should .strive toward children with patterns that .. 

on reaction with emrironments .. that are not too inimical. to them, will 

make .atisque.te adjustments, and will develop personalities of harmon-

iously balances functions. 
r.o 

As with every other disease, prophylaxis is the ideal, and Jelliffe 

tells us that reoognition of the susceptibles, by the renk and file of 
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S''i 

physicians dealing with children, is the first reque.site. Eng says 

that mental hygiene has no single mode of approach guaranteeing success, 

ncrtt is there any panacea theory that can be applied universally to the 

training of children. The suggestions given below, as to the train

ing of neurotically disposed children, are really no different from 

those which should be given to any normal child, but as Rie~r'" points 

out, many doctors, as well as parents, are apt to feel that a child 

with a neuropathic constitution may be excused from habit training. 

There are floating about in our midst many reCipes tor parental guid-
a.~ 

ance in child development, and parents, espeoially those who~them-

selves QmQtionally immature, are oftencartied away by the catch phrases 
no 

ot cammon psychological parlance. One ot these, which offers parents 

an excellent excuse is the danger of repression in childhood. The re-

suIt of this is that parents, who have taken the doctrine literally, 

thrust complete treedom of choice on mechanisms of judgement and con

trol in their most immature stais of development. This is a heavy 

st~n even on a normal child, but one with a tendency to hysteria is 

very apt to break under it. 
t 

Barker advocates that all children, especially those predisposed 

to "nervousness" should undergo psychic hardening, and it is along 

this line that prophylactiC measures may go. It may seem that this 

is not the proviRce of the physician, but parents are now educated to 

consult the doctor tor other things than phySical diseaae- alone, and 

the physiCian is otten able, if he is interested enough to do it, to 

aid, by advice and counsel, in the training ot children along the lines 

of mental health. 
1;.3 

In earliest life the child is almost wholly responsive to sensation. 

The human infant has a keen. desire to explore his environment, and Strecker 

believes it-imortant that, during ba.byhood, the child have free a.nd un-

restricted chance to come into contact with his environment. Wilcox 
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emphasizes the need of properly balanced scientific neglect. He 

feels that too many rules for the life of the very young child is 

injurious, and urges that the in1:tmtts right to do the unexpected 

occaSionally should be admitted, and urges the adults around him to 
'11 

give such variations no attention. Griffith advises the avoidance of 

over excitement of young children, especially those of nervous ancestry. 

He also believes that a definite effort should be made to keep these 

children from seeing the manifestations of nervousness, and warns against 

too constant association with nervous relatives. He also calls attention 

to the bad effect of too careful rearing of a child, with adults only. 
9S 

Jelliffe also thinks that excitement is bad, but warns against the hot-

bed type of oulture. He says we should regulate the mode of life of 

the child, but not make a fetioh of it. He believes that the child 

should not be handleatoo tenderly, nor yet be left absolutely to its 

own recouroes. 
'" .,., 

S~ecker states that the most dynamic psychological factor is imit-

ation. Children do not discriminate as to what to imitate, e~cept that 

they are prone to choose those qualities, in the adults of the envir

onment, that seem to the ohild to get, for that adult, what he wants. 

The environment of ohildren is in the hands of adults, and an attampt 

may be made that this environment be fi~led with qualities that may be 

counted on to build a sound personality. This is often extremely dif-

ficult, s.nd oan only be attained to a partial degree, sinea,. as has been 

emphasized before, these children usually have neurotic parentage. The 

neurotic parent is seldom willing to see her share of the responsibility 

for the difficulties of the ohild, and in addition is often unwilling 
30 

to face her own diffi~ulties honestly, and understand her own life. 
so 

However, DeMerritt believes that there is value in explaining to the 

parents how their defects reaot on their children. The neurotic is not 

a happy individual, and, in many ce.ses, a simple course of psyohother-
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apy for the parent may give her sufficient insight to at least help 

in preventing the same Unhappiness for her child. 
"1 

Young states that there is only one worth while thing that per-

ents can give their children, and that is the ability to stand alone, 

at the earliest possible age. The transition fram complete dependence 

to essential independence must not be sudden enough to result in too 

great a Sense of insecurity in the child, but should be the goal tow

ard which the parent is working all the time. In discussing the fund-

amental causes of hysteria, we emphasized the evils of excessive pro-

tection of the child, and the avoidance of this situation is important 

in prophyslaxis. Everyone sooner or later, has to bear pain and dis

comfort, and the sooner he lear.rtut·lbobeear the petty annoyances of life; 
'IS 

the less they will upset him. Jelliffe says that every child should 
'I 

know what hunger and cold are, and disregard both. Barker believes 

that, in the little ills of life, the individual suffers from the idea 

rather than the sensation, and he advises strongly against too much 

arranging of life for children, or too much concession to their likes 
Ib 

and dislikes. Hartwell emphasizes the importanoe of teaching the child 
Itr/ 

to face his discouragements. Strecker says that we should avoid try~ 

ing to blot painful experiences from the mind to too great an extent. 

He says that, before a painful experience is put out of everyday mental 

circulation, it ought to be carefully and thoughtfully digested by the 

mind, so that.something may be \vritten on the profit side of the ledger 

of experience, and utilized for the future. He believes that repression 

and purposeful forgetting just leaves the bad part of the painful ex

pertenc.e. The child should understand danger without fearing it too 

much. 

Another important factor in building up strong psychic resistance .. 

is the ability to make one's own deoisions and stand by the results. 

"" Young says that when a child has made his deCision, unless the result 
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would be utterly disatrous~ the parent ought not to intervene in any 

way to prevent the result ot the decision from reacting on the child. 
if 

Barker warns against allowing too much vacillation~ and also against 

allowing the ohild to blame others tor his own mistakes. 

One ot the main ways that a child builds psychic independence 

is by rubbing shoulders with his contemporaries. and this is one thing 
'so 

that the overprotected child usually laCks. Jellitfe warns against 

trying to build a so called pertect environment~ which is usually any

thing but perfect tor the child. Other children will give these child-
Ii' 

ren a contact with reality that no adult can give. Stack says that 

there can never be complete understllding and comradeship between gen
r. 

erations. In having the child play with healthy vigorous ehildren. 

one brings the toroes ot imitation into play. With other children 

he will learn that he must observe the wishes ot others. and the need 

of aceomadationg some of his own desires to the interest of the group. 

He will learn to bear little aches and pains without expecting an ex

cess of sympathy. By group grunes he maybe taught that he cannot al

ways win~ and he should not get in the habit ot ottering excuses tor ,.., 
tailure. However, Streoker teels that a certain amount of spirit ot 

competition is a good thing~ pointing out that in later lite the child 

will meet situations that are best prepared tor by the desire to win. 

He advises teaching tair play and honesty, but giving the satisfaction 

ot victory. Reiohle points out that the child vitally interested in 
s.z. 

some activity, has not time or energy to be neurotid.. Dodd emphasizes 

that the child should be taught to stand on his own teet in his rel

ation to ._.'s, and that he should not be allowed to look upon his 

mother as an unhealthy retreat fifom the consequences oihis own actions. 
71 

However ~ Griffith warns against allowing nervous children to be teasedJ 

it they earmot keep up with their stronger fellows~ and feels that they 

should not be forced to play with older children, who can excell in all 
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things. 

A decided attempt ~hould be made. in training the child, to avoid , 
undu& attention to his visceral symptoms. Barker says that childhood 

is the time to prevent meticulous anxiety concerning the effect of 

various foods. The parents should avoid food faddism, and discussing 

what is digestible and what indigestible in front of the child. Wood-

bury emphasizes that appetite is from pleasant recollection of food, 

and that its presence or absence is determined by sensoryoe emotional 
'f" 

associations, delightful or painful, in relation to food. Jahr re-

minds us that the seoretion of the, digestive juices is regulated by 

certain glands, which are, in turn, affected by the pSYChological and 

emotional states of the individual. Undue tussing about eating is not 

oonducive to emotione,l calm, besides giving the child the feeling that 

whether or not he eats is of great importance to himself, and everyone 

in his environment. Wechsler points out that no class of patients 

takes more readily to ceremonious diets, or makes a ritual of meals 

'''' as the neurotic. Sweet says that the parent's duty is to provide 

suitable food, and, having placed the child in contact with his food, 

his part is played. Food is of and from the parent, but feeding should 

be wholly wi thin the province of the child. He points out that the na4t

ural sequence, hunger, appetite, and effort that results in satisfaetion, 

has, as its baSis, a part of that fundmnental, invaluable instinct, self 

preservation. There is no greater joy in life than to have an urgent, 

earnest desire satisfied as the result of one's own efforts. Selt sat-

isfaetion, in one form or another, is the true result of all endeavor, 

and we Should allow children the priyilege of hunger, and the joy of ap-

peasing it. 

One cemmon,factor in engendering in-a child an abnormal interest 

in allot- his bodily functions, is the discussion of them in front of 
S'f 

him, both by his parents and the doctor. The child comes to think it 
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a matter of great import that he did not eat quite as much as usual, 

or his bowels did not move, or that he wet the bed. Attention has been 

called before to the danger of this in giving the child an undue sense 

of his own importance, and there is also danger of arousing his fear. 

He is likely to let his imagination runrffte, whenever any little thing 

is wrong, be setiouaLy_al.ar.m.ed, at every little ache or pain, and this 

may end in a full blown hysteria. 

As a part of teaching the child to stand on his own feet, is train

ing in self control. The .child with a tendency to hysteria, is one who 

for some reason has not been trained to control his emotions. To this 

end he. should be taught to control himself, in little things as well 
'1 

as big. Barker says we must build up, in the child's mind, the ta~t 

that he must control himself in order to have his wishes gratified. 

and emphasizes that one of the first means is by making him see that 

he will never have any desire gratified just to avoid a scene, which 

is often the beginning of emotional instability in young children • 

. Another means is by showing him that excessive temper makes him make a 

fool ot himself, so .. ~ing anyone, especially the neurotic, dreads. 

On the other hand, it is also well to see that when he controls his 

irritability, he actually finds it a more profitable way ot attaining 
'l 

his ends. Barker warns against simply restricting the child's emot-

ional explosions, but at the same time allowing them to become trans-

formed into persistant moods of sulkiness and resentment. The cause 

for the explosion should be searched for, and the child taught that 

this energy could better be used along other linea. Guthrie views 

with pleasure the fact that while the emotional temperament may be 

modified, it cannot be eliminated by training and environment, since 

the creative faculty in art, science and literature depends on imag-

ination and emotional susceptibility. However, he emphasizes the imp

ortance of recognizing the neurotic in early life, and guiding and 
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modifying his excessive emotionalism, by cultivating reason and common 

sense. 

The above is an attempt at preventing, in the neurotic child, the 

evils of ever protection. However, there is just as much hann in too 

Spartan treatment. The child predisposed to hysteria, is a child who 

is reallynot as able to stand the buffeting of the world as the nor-
IlJ 

mal child. In prophylaxis we must try to correct the effect of bad 

heredity and environment, and not .ake the child more unhappy, and 
33. 1~7 

less able to face the world than he was before. As Osler says, reed-

ucation is the goal, but is not always feasible, since same of the 

patients would have to be rebu.ilt from thee blastoderm.. This does not 

mean that the hardening process described above should not take place, 

but that the material on which one is working must be carefully stud-

ied, ths.t one does not bring on hysteria, While trying to prevent it. 

White emphasizes, that at all times, the child should know, without 

qualification, that he is loved. These children require a good deal 

of et'fection, especially while trying to wean them away from the at-
1"'1 76 

mosphere of over protection. . Hart1tell says that every child needs a 

responder, or at least one person who is intensely interested in him. 

The neurotic child is in special need of discipline, but at the smne 

time he must keePethe feeling of the sympathy and understanding of the 
~1. 

adults around him. This balance is difficult to attain in dealing with 

this ,type of eAild, because he is constantly seeking for signs of neg

lect. If the attitude of the parent is changed to too great a lack of 

shel~er and guidance, the child may be driven to hysteria to get it 
'IS' 

back. In the hardening process, the symp~thetic adult should act as 
76 

something of an interpreter for the child. 'Y.hile teaching him to face 

his fears, they should be explained to him. Effort should be made to 

keep the child's feeling of confusion at a minimum. At first the child 

needs help in solving his problems, at the same time, constant training 



and encouragement to solve his own, and ignoring his faulty. reactions 

~s far ~spossible. Dodd emphasizes that every child must achieve a 

ste.ndard by which to judge his own actions, that is, develop a con-

science. He says that if the parent imposes an undue sense of limit-

ation, the type of conscience Qvveloped will repress the natural urges 

to such an extent that the tension set up will inevitably give rise to 

rebellion. Such a child never develops a free sense of right and wrong. 

He also emphasizes that if the parent imposes, by authority or fear of 

punishment, standards for which the child ean see no reason, a sit-

uation is set up in which the child demands routine, will avoid any un-

usual situation, and will be unable to form his own jUdgements. As 

far &s possible the child should understand the reason for the limit

ations, and they should only be the necessary ones, letting him develop 

along his own lines in other ways. The influence of over strictness 

has been discussed before in this paper. 

One of the main means by which one may achieve a balance between 

affection, firmness and indifference is by guiding the play tor at-

tention into proper eh~els. This play for attention is a dynamic 

force which may lead to destruction, ,or to that most necessaryot human 

goals, the feeling ot accomplishment. The bad results of the play for 

attention have been discussed in the consideration of the etiological 

factors of hysteria. As has been said in th~~t connection, the ambition 

to excel1 and att~act the attention of our peers is natural to all of 

us, and the individual will accept any method which seems likely to 
177 

bring to him the prominence and attention he normally desires., In 

trying to preve nt the development of hysteria in these ohildren, we 

should see to it that they get the attention they crave by proper means, 

and not as the result of behaviour that is unprofitable to the indiv
Ib' 

idual, and to the society of whioh he is a part. Sweet notes that 

muoh that i. finest and most altruistic in man's endeavors rests at 
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bottom on his conscious and unconscious wish for attention. If. while 

oarrying on the oourse of training in governing his U1€)'t;.ions. and faeing 

reality. one plays on his desire for attention and achievement. the 

ha.bi t patterns can be ~ormed on a positive constructive basis. 

If one does not get the patient until the hysterical symptoms 

have developed. the task is much more difficult, tor it means that, 

not only is there the hysterical personality, developed by bad hered

ity plus bad environment. but also that there has been a situational 

stimulus, which has been too much for the childts psychic resistance. 

Once this method of escape.has been used by the Child, there is always 

a tendency to use it again. When suoh a child is presented, one must 

start with a. careful peraonality study, and an analysis of the mental I. 
and physical states preceding the outbreak. The operator must discover 

I';' 

the nature of the child before attempting to recondition it. Until 

the physician,reoognizes the conditions that foster the symptoms he .,. 
can do little. 

The first requisite for suocessful treatment is the establishment 

of rapport between physician and pe.tient, and, since the patient is a 
.11>0-

child, between physician and the parent. The difficulties that one en-

counters with the parents of these patients has been emphasized before 
~ 

in this study. Griffith thinks that treatment is seldom successful 

be.cause the adults will not follow the doctor's directions. However, 

with tact, it may be possible to get the cooperation of someone. Al-
1'1;) 

though, as Bachs brings out, 1t is no use undertaking treatment ,unless 

the child is under proper environment and direction. the child is apt 

to be taken to another doctor. and probably one who will make him. worse, 

if the first physician who understands the mental nature of his trouble, 

does Dot proceed .lowly and carefully in the handling of the parents. 

'.~ Strecker emphasizes the importance of desensitization of the family 

toward the illness, and its reeducation into new hl:tbi''.\ts of response 
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'I 

to the patient. Babinski says that psychotherapy can cure hysteria, 

unless it is counterbalanced by opposing influences, and that the 

counterpsychotherapeutic action is often exeroised, voluntarily, or 

involuntarily, by the entourage of the patient. 

One of the quickest ways to get the confidence of both parent and 

child, is to take the patient seriously. Bra.mwell warns against telling 

that the troubles are of the mind, until a full history has been 01-

tained, and the doctor is positive of his diagnosis. In fact, it is 

otten better to wait until the symptom has been removed, before going 

into detailed explanation. These patients, and usually their parents, 

are not of a type to take kindly to any suggestion of mental disease. 

Of course, if they are accused 6f simulation, not only is the doctor 

actually mistaken in his understanding of the hysterical mechanism, 

but he probably won't get a chance at further treatment, and he has 

done aotual harm by intensifying the unconscious will of the child 

not to be cured. In fact, Bleuler thinks that the greatest obstacle 

to cure is when the patient, oonsciously or unconsciously, does not 
II. 

want to be cured. Wolfsohn says that to get the confidence of the 

patient, the physician himself must have confidence in the correct-

ness of his diagnosis, and in his abiUty to produce a cure. 

The question of the importance of treating the symptom directly 
t. 

is somewhat disputed. Abt says to pay no attention to the patient 
.,.-

himself~ and to show no concern for his symptoms. Jelliffe advocates 

a purposeful neglect of the chief appearance of the disease, and Hecht 

believes in hisdmethod of disregard". The bad effect of discussing a 

childts ailments in front of him has been touched on before, but the 

symptom is the most important thing in the minds of both the patient. 

and his parents, and its cure will go a long way toward establishing, 

in their minds, the oonfidenoe necessary for more tundwnental analysis 

and treatment of the neurosis. The cure of the symptom should be done 

7' 
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by psychotherapeutic means if possible, and suggestion is the method 

advocated by most. Hypnotism used to be used for this, but h,RS been 
II. I f'''-

generally abandoned, especially with ohildren. Wechsler says that hyp-

notism is in itself an' artifioial neurosis, an induoed hysteria, and 

in using it, oneHis merely substituting one neurosis for another. 
, 3~ 

Gorson believes that in dealing with a ohild, very frequently 

relatively Simple measures may aohieve results that would be muoh 

harder to attain in the adult, in whom the habits are more firmly 

entrenched. In some oases the symptom is an hysterioal habit Whioh 

has outlived its usefullness, and the patient is really,suboonsoiously_ 

anxious to be rid of it, and so falls in quiokly with suggestion. 

However, if it still inoreases his self respeot in some way, he will 
7'1 

resist suggestion. The same is apt to be true if he has been taken 

from dootor to dootor, and has a fixed idea of the inourability of 

hrs oondition. 

How muoh use should be made of meohanioal reinforoement of sug-
," 

gestion, is under some dispute. Bleuler defini te.ly states that looal

ized treatment should not be resorted to, as it strengthens the idea 

that the disease is looalized there. Crothers says that the day baa 

long gone by when the intelligent psychiatrist tried to manage the 

hysterical patient by sudden and even brutal shooks. However, the 

"method of surprise" in whioh a patient is assured he oan use a paral-

yzed part, at the same time removing all support suddenly, or is given 
I~ 

a sudden very painful stimulus, as first advooated by Brun, is reoom-

mended by Hecht. Williams thinks that direot medical, treatment of the 

apparent physioal disorder, Whioh results from an idea, is very injur
." 

ious. Griffith feels that any mechanioal treatment should be dir-

eoted to some other part of the body than that affeoted, and this by 
"6 

suggestion, to direct attention away from it. However Wolfsohn ad-

vooates suggestion, reinforced by some mechanioal agent, whioh will 
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assist in relieving at least some of the disturbed funotions, and give 
'II 

the dootor a good start on more purely psyohic treatment. Heoht says 

that hydrotherapy and eleotrotherapy often work, especially if they 

are painful, and carried out along with the definite and positive as-

suranoe that they will oure, and oan be stopped as soon as they do. 

Strauoh emphasizes the neoessity of being emphatio e.nd positive in sug

gestions of cure, but says this should not be direotly to the child, 
95" 

but to his mother and attendants. Jelliffe also feels that these in-

direot suggestions have more impelling force than direot commands. 

He emphasizes the importance of oorrectly estimating the patient's 
~ 

vanity, desire for praise, egotism and ideals. Cruneron says that 

cgildren pay little attention to what is said to them, but are much 

influenced by what is sai4 about them. This is especially true of the 

hysterical child whose negativism me.y be aroused by direct suggestion. 

but whose desire for praise and attention oan be used in the indireot. 
'11 

Henderson and Gillespie believe that the oure of the physioal symptom 

must be done at one sitting, sinoe if it is incomplete, it may go on 
IIo-#J 

in an inoomplete form. However, Strauoh believes that the attempted 

cure by one stroke is dangerous, as it will arouse oritioal doubt if 

it fails. One advantage of reinforoing the suggestion by some rather 

unpleasant meohE'.nical means is the.t it makes the oontinuation of the 
"' ,., 

symptom unprofitable for the patient. 6illespie says that in treat-

ing, one should try to make the symptom ohange, and let the patient 

see the change in an objeotive way, thus giving the therapeutist a 

very p~owerful aid in convinoing the patient. 

The desirability of treating the patient by oomplete isolation .... 
is not agreed upon by all. Strauch feels that if the hysteria is im

itative, the child should be removed trom the inducing person. Jel-

litfe believes that the isolation technique is otten advisable, since 

new scenes pique the curiosity, and invite interest. It is true that 

often the ohild's life can be regulated better if he is taken out of 
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his bad environment, and in some cases this is his only hope. It 

also makes easier the cure of the symptom by purely mental means • 

especially as in the ne'll environment. this symptom. in which the 
~ 

child often takes considerable pride. provokes no sensation whatever. 
I 

Abt tee1s tha anorexia nervosa. and other visceral symptoms, are best 

treated by isolation, and he says that many ot them will make complete 

recovery by this means. Separation also removes the very important 

element of the visible nervous snxiety on the part of the mother. 

Wechsler says that while the removal ot th& ~ti&!)t trsm the house 

may have temporary efiect. it does not solve the difficulties lef.t ,,, 
behind, and to which the child must retur.n. Woltsohn emphasizes the 

tmport8~ce of the hysterical psyche, and how much it has been modified 

by the removal fram home. when the question arises ot returning the 

hysterical subject to the same environment that originally caused the 
." 

symptoms. Hecht emphasizes that when the cure has been by isolation. 

the child should not be returned to the old environment too soon. It 

the child has been taken away because the environment seemed to have 

been soobSddthat any sort of adjustment seemed impossible, a consid

erable psychic resistance will have to be buitt up before the child 

can be returned to it. However if the parents see the child's improve

ment on being removed from home, they may be willing to adjust the 

environment to permit of his return. 

Whether or not the physician makes the hysterical symptom .is 

first point ot attack, the treatment of the neurosis itself is his 

actual gOD.I, and the first step in this process is to find out why 
1'(0 

the symptom occurred. Rowe has found that if the symptom is cleared 

by suggestion. and then no further psychotherapy is used, the patient 

is at first pleased, but soon shows mental unrest, and another symptom 

is pretty sure ~o take its place. It is in this effort at mental 

analysis that the respect and confidence ot the patient is so very 
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,,,,,- J3 

important to the physioian. Oarlill believes that even with ohildren, 

the motives for the symptoms oan often be reoalled by mental explor-
'v-

ation. Williams 8~ys that most children will introspeot honestly, if 

they know they will not be laughed at or blruned. However, he believes 

the.t" at times, the patient is not aware of the motivations. The use 

of Freudian psychoanalysis in hysteria in ohildren is not generally 

advocated" and even those who believe in it" feel that it must be mod-
105" 

ified for children. Lehrman believes that it can be used, but says 

that analysis of ohildren is difficult. He feels that the ohief ob

staoles are that the child tends to make use of the parent's protection 

to escape unpleasant analytic situations, or that he may aocentuate 

the positive transferenoe phenomena, and treat the physician as the 

beloved parent, whom it distrusts with its secrets. Weohsler emphas

izes that in order to practice psychoanalysis" one must be properly 

qualified and well trained. He believes that children may bring out 

their conflicts under it if they have enough confidence" but that since 

the success of the analysis depends on the patient's desiring a cure, 

which ehildren very otten do not, it often fails with them. Cassity 

deplores the lack of attention to psychoanalytic technique in many 

clinics for ohildren, and he feels that this is because of a miscon

struction of the limits of psychoanalysis. He says that while it is 

actually impossible for an immature individual to grasp the signif

icance of his conflicts, good results may be obtained by the ohild 

understanding the nature of his repression.. He feels that with good 

transfer, mental catharsis takes place, and the patient is able to 

release energy that has been pent up, and fixed on some love or hate 
Z/ 

16 

object. Brill thinks that psycho-sexual adjustments are of great im

portence in childhood, and that psychoanalytic investigation is the 
3T 

best means of bringing this out. Clarke and Rourke believe firmly in 

in psychoanalysis, but feel that in children it can be simpler and 
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less formal than with adults. since in children we are closer to the 

source of the conflict. and the material is. as a rule. less screened. 

They say that the difficulty is that the child does not. as a rule, 

seek or desire analysis. and that in them there is lack of insight, ,,,.-
and absence of transference. Strecker emphasizes the value of aeration 

or ventilation, whether or not Freudian catharsis is used. Many gen

eral practioners avoid any attempts at mental analysis and psycho~ 

therapy because they think it requires a very elaborate technique. 

Understanding and an earnest desire to help the ohild will go farhher 

than any ritual of analysis. 

When the oonflict behind the whole hysterical syndrome has been 
I/o 

discovered, desensitization and reeducation are in order. Bleuler 

says that relapses are oommon unless the energy is led into ohannels 

that are proper and oommensurate with the patient's endeavors, but he 

believes if this is done, they can often accomplish as much or more 

than the healthy. The child's fears should be relieved, and often a~e# 
.w 

by simple e~planatory means. However, Strecker feelS that not every 

individual is capable of reaoti3g constructively to the kind of know

ledge which may be brought to light by deep probing, and sometimes it 

is unwise to remove all the props which the patient has utilized,. even 

if such props are artificial ones. He believes that, before taking 

anything away, it is wise to consider what material will be at hand 

to supply the need which will arise. For this reason sufficient re-

eduoation must have taken place before the child can be expected to 

really face his oonflicts. In the process of reeducation. the prin-

ciples disoussed in detail under prophylaxis should be applied, ex

oept that, in a child who has already had a frank hysteria, one must 

prooe~d more slowly, and not let the ohild's props be removed too sud-
'r'" ., ... 

denly. Griffit~saysthat our object is to make the ohild forget his 

symptoms, and build a personality that will make them unnecessary. 
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It the underlying Qause of his development of the disease is under-

stood, much may be done to avoid again giving him the sense of insec-

urity which sought reassurance in the symptoms. In this disease, while 

we aim at perfection, we should be satisfied to fall short of it, if 

we feel that we have made every possible effort to teach an infantile 

mind how to grow into an e.dult one. In all attempts at treatment one 

should remember that the production of the symptom is the result of a 

process of suggestion, which is al)power which steadily diminishes 

with the development of the capacity for bringing reason and judgment 

to bear on the facts and aappenings of everyday life. The development 
.,1 

of this capacity is the fundamental task of true education. 
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CASE REPORTS 

Case I-Hecht (78) . ,,-

A~J •. aged tour, American male,ot well to do tmDily. Frunily ot 

"neurotics". Fell and hurt arm. 
m 

F~ily much excited. Ch~ld whined and 

cried at every touch. Slight contusion ot arm. Arm rigidly tlexed 

and adducted to body and every attempt to extend was attended by screams 

ot pain. Swelling subsided but child oomplained that the tingers were 

stitt, and e~torts to toroe extension were tollowed by snapping baok 

and rigidity. Retused to use arm or hand. Two days later arm 'Was 

dangling Itmp at Side, no pain but complete ~ralysis ot hand and wrist. 

Child being ted and dressed by tamily, but observed by the doctor play

ing in the street with no disability. In another week arm again stitt, 

and contracted at elbow, but relaxed when child slept. No oooperation 

on part ot the tamily. One month later oured at one sitting ~. applic-

ation of eleotric shock. 

A.L. aged four, Jewish temale. F~ily in modest oiroumstances. 

Father in poor health. Mother nervous. Whole line of near relatives 

neuropaths. About three months betore entrace showed tendency to be 

very quarr}_some and irritable. Four weeks before patient got over

heated and had first attack. Hands and ar.ms stretohed full length 

above head, then thrown wildly about in air, body alternately stif

fened and relaxed, legs kicked in every direotion until trunk and 

limbs.tinally got very rigid, and ohest convextly raised trom the 

tloor. iVhen. attaok was over child had crying spell. but was allright 

the next day. Next spell tollowed reprimand trom mother, and took its 

beginning in mother's lap, the child sliding to the tloor, while screrun

ing, jerking, trothing, breathing heavily, and making sucking noisy 
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movements with the mouth. Lasted about ten minutes. Two subsequent 

attacks induced by parental opposition, and under stress of great e~ 

otionalism. Three days before entrance the child had attack, and 

since then could not walk. Physical examination negative. Could move 

legs in bed, but would not unless exmniner tried to prevent her doing 

so. Could not stand. Recommended to walk but will no success. Isol-

ated to aunt's house. Practically starved for two days, then food 

placed out of reach. Completely cured by this method. 

Case 3-Eronstein (22) 

F.S. aged twelve. female. Entered hospital with pain in right 

lower quadrant of five 'Weeks duration. Five weeks previously was 

seized suddenly with moderately severe and generalized abdominal 

pains, remittent in character, associated with nausea but no vomit

ing. Temperature 99-99.4 rectally. After five days the pain was lo

calized in right lower quadrant and associated with definite tender

ness, but no rigidity. Since onset of the above attack, child has 

been bed ridden. Abdominal movements agravate the pain. Ii spite of 

rest and medical treatment the condition not alleviated. Physical 

examine.tion negatlv9 except for tenderness over right lower quadrant 

and para-u.bilica! region. Rectal examination revealed tenderness in 

right lower quadrant. Impression was that of chronic appendicitis. 

Upon admission and during two days of observe.tion temperature was 

normal, urine negative, and white blood count 8,700. Operation revealed 

normal appendi~, confirmed by pathological report. Psychiatrist con

sulted bece.use of the operative findings. Events preceding operation 

had to do with exaggerated conflict over child's loyalty to mother, 

who openly disbelieves, and the church, the child having recently be

come a Catholic. She was greatly attached to the mother, to the extent 

of an over fixation. She was overly mature, introspective, and had 

an exaggerated idea of her self importe.nce. She liked to call attention 
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to herself. The mother recently had an operation, and the child ad

mittedly took on her mother's ailments. 

C-&se 4-Strauoh (162) 

O.A. aged tive, male. Three months betore entrance became ill 

with pains in various joints, the lett knee being swollen and red tor 

awhile. Two months later pains in right knee, ruakies and shoulder 

joints. Had been three months bedridden when admitted to Cook County 

Hospital. On entrance manifested extreme pain on the slightest touoh 

or attempt at passive movements ot both hips and knee joints. whioh 

were contracted and held in moderate tlexion'. Swelling was not pre

sent anywhere. During sleep contracture-s.disappeared, and boy would 

lie in any posi tiOl! 6l6'·~,the ati'eeted limbs. Also tree pas s1 ve 1110 bili ty) 

it childts attention was sufticiently diverted. Atter tew days pain 

disappeared, and used legs in bed but was unable to stand or walk. 

The astasia and abasia proved refractory, perhaps as result at too 

much attention shown to him in trequent olinioal demonstrations. After 

about tour weeks he, rather unexpeotedly, waS found standing up in bed~ 

and climbing, over the railing, but was still unable to stand or walk 

on the tloor. Then, his legs were submerged in cold baths twioe a day .. 

and within three days control was restored. 

Case 5-Corson (39) 

Nine year old girl brought to olinic becauseot baby talk, strange 

gait, poor adjustment in school, petulance, stealing, eto. Norm€tl intel

ligence. Normal phys1oally. As a result ot study it was telt that girl 

~.S attempting to compete with a younger sister and asthmatio brother, 

by simulating behaviour ot younger child. Treatment was removal ot nec

essity tor this competition and oomplete clearing up at symptoma and un

desirable behaviour tollowed. 
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Gase 6-Griffith (72) 

Girl, eighteen months old developed complete ~orexia and feeding 

accomplished only by force,with great excitemtnt of all concerned. 

Would hold food in her mouth for hours rather than swallow it. Cured 

completely by placing plate of food before her, and if not eaten re

moving it in halt an hir. with no comment. 

Case 7~Stern (159) 

R.S., male, ten years old. Only child of elderly father and neur

otic mother. From early Ufe, selt' willed, obstine.te, violent temper 

outbursts if crosses. Mother always gave in to him. Nocturnal enur

esis,six to eight years, and rectal incontinence up to time of treat-
) 

mnt. Child bathed end dressed by mother and slept in parents room. 

For past two months has been restless at night, has developed clumsy 

gait, indistinct speech and choreiform movements.' Parents directed to 

put child in separate room and me.ke him do things for himself. No 

cooperation end no improvement in six weeks. Put in hospital for 

four weeks, and symptoms disappeared completely, but two weeks after 

disoharge as bad as before. Hospitalization again desired by parents, 

but refused, and atter a number of weeks, during which condition re-
'io .. " .... 'Ie. 

mained stationary, parents persuaded~attitude, and follow directions, 

and complete cure followed. 
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Conclusions 

l-Hysteria is a neurosis in which there are bodily symptoms, and ab-

SenOe of organio changes, and a diseased psyche. 

2-Tbe neurosis is a psychogenic expression of an inadequate person-

ality, characterized by emotional instability, aniinability to taoe 

reality, ~d a tendency to escape conflict by returning to an intan-

tile state. 

3-Heredity is an important etiological factor, but environment is 

more so. 

4-The principle environmental factors in the genesis ot hysteria in 

children are: (a) association with and ex~ple ot neurotic adults, 

(b) over protection of the child, (0) too great attention to minor 

ills, (d) Over striotness, (e) neglect, (f) permitting the child to 

ocoupy the center of the family stage, and (g) lack of training in 

Se If contro 1. 

5~s a result of heredity and environmental factors, and hysterical 

personality is developed, oharaoterized ~ extreme emotional instab

ility, exoessive egotism, desire for self display, selfishness, ten

denoy to deception, and deficienoy in will po~r. 

6-The hysterical personality does not neoessarily develop the dis-

ease, but is more apt to do so than the normal. 

7-The common precipitating caUSeS of the disease in children are: 
! 

(~) trauma, (b) organic disease, (0) birth of the next ohild, (d) re

arre~gement ot family relationships, (e) entry into school life, and 

(f) seX trauma". 

8-Disorders of sensation are not as cammon in children as in adults, 

hyperaesthesias and psychogenic pain being the. most usual • 

9-The visual function is the most common special senSe to be dis-

turbed. 
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10-Paralyses are rare in ohildren. 

II-Astasia abasia is oommoner in ohildren than in adults. 

12-Spasms~ and tics are oommon manifestations of hysteria in children. 

13-Convulsions are not as common in children as in adults. 

l4-Visceral hysterical symptoms are the most common form of the disease 

in children. The most common are anorexia nervosa~ and disturbances of 

defecation and urination. 

15-The profound mental disturbanees~ as amnesias and fugues are ve~ 

rare in children. 

16-Somne~bulism and night terrors are common manifestations in children. 

l7-The diagnOSis should be made with care~ and the reason for the sym

ptoms sought. 

IS-The object of treatment is to enable the patient to deal with 

life in a more adequate way. 

19-Prophyslactic treatment of susceptibles is iRportant and includes 

teaching the child independence and self control~ by a balance of at

fection~ fir;mness~ and indifference. 

20-The symptoms should be removed by some form of suggestion, but re

moval or modification of the underlying etiological factors, and pro

longed reeducation is the most difficult, but most iRportant part of 

the treatment. 
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